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MONDAY.' PRESIDENT'S
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Temperatures as District Attorneys Put Heads Four Albuquerque and SeveFar as Appalachicola River
ral Other Cases Decided
Together to Improve
Conditions
Florida
Yesterday

'

SLATED
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S FROST BITTEN

Clouds Gather Around
His Head

to Reading

GOVERNOR'S REPORT RECEIVED BILL

ASSESSMENT

Dem- - Seems Serene While Storm Freezing

ocrats Listen Attentively

Takes Matter under
Advisement
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PATIENCE AT END SIX BELOW ZERO IN KENTUCKY

EMOIB

BE
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Hanover Copper Company of Delegate Andrews Introduces Suggestions That Forester Be Mississippi Frozen Over for More Attorney General Clancy
sided--- J.
Dismissed Forthwith From
E. Griffith,
Duluth Files Incorporation
Than a Thousand
Special Measures for
,
Constituents.
Miles.
Papers.
Secretary.

Pre-- !

Adjournment Out of Respect to
Judre O'Brien and General

Service-Washington-

Victory.

7. President
Jan. 7. When today's
Th district attorneys of the TerriJan.
Before adjourning last evening in
St.
Washington,
Mo., Jan. 7. With the
Taft's special message to Congress cabinet session began there was ev- exception of a few places, the Missis- tory met in formal convention
this respect to the memory of the late
recommending amendments to the in- - ery indication that the measure of sippi river today is frozen over from forenoon in the office of Governor Chief Justice James O'Brien and forterstate commerce and anti-trus- t
punishment to be meted out to Gif- - St. Paul, Minn., to Grand Tower, 111., Curry at the Capitol to consider tax mer Attorney General J. P. Victory,
laws was laid before the House of forci pinchot was to be the chief sub for the first time in many years. The and assessir ?nt matters and the en- the territorial supreme court handed
Representatives today. .Both Repub- ject of discussion. Pinchot's letter to ice gorges at Chester, Crystal City forcement of the laws appertaining down a number of opinions.
The following district attorlicans and Democrats followed the Senator Deliver defending
Gla,vis, and Jefferson Barracks continue to thereto.
In the case of Joseph Schmltt, apThe administration was read in the Senate yesterday, hold. The ice in St. Louis harbor is neys are in Sania Fe to attend the pellee, vs. the Southwestern
reading closely.
Brewery
comAlexander Read of Tierra and Ice
bill amending the interstate
and this constituted a direct violation from one to five feet thick, but no meeting:
Company, appellant, an
recW.
G.
of
Ward
with
the
merce law in accordance
Amarilla; Charles
of the executive order issued by the
from Bernalillo county, a case
from a gorge is anticipated.
Las Vegas; Elmer E. Studley of Raommendations of the President prob- President some time ago forbidding danger
for
cf
Six Below Zero in Kentucky.
damages
injuries, the
ton; Edward R. Wright of Tucum-car- i; decision of the personal
ably will be introduced on Monday by any 'subordinate furnishing informalower court was af7. The cold
Jan.
Louisville,
Ky.,
Edmund C. Abbott of Santa Fe;
Representative Townsend of Michi- tion to Congress except through thy weather following
yesterday's heavy George S. Klock of Albuquerque; firmed in an opinion written by Aswas
This
of
head
gan.
the
department.
sociate Justice Frank W. Parker. The
snow fall has tightened the numerous John E. Griffith of
Incorporation Matters.
Socorro; W. H. H. plaintiff had been scalded
taken into the cabinet meeting. Dur- ice
Special Bills by Andrews.
tofiled
were
by a leak
Ohio
between
in
river
the
gorges
Incorporation papers
Llewellyn of Las Cruces; James M. in the cooker of the
ing the morning a number of adminis- Cairo
Special to The New Mexican.
at Altraffic
brewery
river
and
and
Cincinnati,
day by the Hanover Copper Company
Hervey of Roswell; Frank J. Wright buquerque of the defendant
Washington, D. C, Jan. 7 Delegate tration supporters suggested to the
company,
weeks.
for
ut Duluth, Minn., and with New MexIt
be
will
tied up
of Silver City, and Oscar T. Toombs
to Congress W. H. Andrews today in- President that Pinchot, Price and probably
after the company had been repeatico offices at Hanover, Grant county.
was two above here this mornjng. In of Clayton.
bill ordering the secretary Shaw, the latter two of the forestry
a
troduced
edly notified that the cooker was leakKendivided
into
is
$50,000,
Tennessee and southwestern
The capital
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy ing and had made several efforts
of the treasury to pay Manuelita bureau, be suspended pending Conweather
for
shares and the company begins
coldest
the
many
tucky
was in attendance. Governor Curry, that, proved futile to
investigation of the
Swope for the death of her former gressional
repair it. The
business with 3,000 shares. The in- husband
controversy.
Among years is reported. Freezing tempera- who had met with the attorneys in- jury in the lower court awarded
S. Hopkins, from the
0
Charles
are:
Wil
Gulf
south
as
as
directors
the
and
ture
far
prevails
was
corporators
formally yesterday afternoon, was not
funds of the Comanche Kiowa In the other callers, however, there
less $910.30, the defenddamages
M.
to
E. Riley and Arthur
liam Elder,
the Appa- present at this foranoons session. ant had
of Mexico and southeast
dians who killed Hopkins, the sum of an idea that the President will disexpended for medical treatwas point- - lachicola river in Florida. Tempera- Reports of Traveling Auditor Charles ment, etc., of plaintiff.
m,ss
rortnwitn.
rincnot
it
He
1872.
N. B. Field
June
11,
from
a
$300
year
-'
ComreThe Burro Mountain Copper
V. Safford were before the meeting.
ea out mat incnoi, in iur. tans tures of as low as six below are
fm-o Hiii rwnviriirin.r
i
for the appellee and Mar-ro-n
appeared
.
.,
pany filed with Territorial Secretary
& Wood for the appellant.
Q
nf Ja,ob view, has been "defying lightning" ported in some parts of Kentucky,
in tho
Attorney General Clancy was chosNathan Jaffa a certificate to a change V , ,
,
ATio. for some time, and the President's the coldest since 1880.
en to preside and John E. Griffith
ir
- w.
In the case of Joseph C. Baldridge,
rrfv,
WL vyviitw..J
U1IVO,
of the company. The
in the s
patience is at an end. Mr. Pinchot,
Kansas City Thawing Out.
was chosen secretary. The following appellee, vs. A. L. Morgan, a contractsouri Infantry, to $55 a month.
apparently, undisturbed, appeared beheadquarters are at Silver City and
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 7. There committee on resolutions was ap- or, who had also operated in Santa
fore the agiricultural
the New Mexico representative is W. POLITICAL RECOMMENDATIONS
was a decided rise in the temperature pointed: Frank W. Clancy, J. M. Her- Fe, Andreas Romero ana Meliton Chathis
D. Murray.
morning and resumed the expla- in this part of the southwest today. vey, George S. Klock and W. E. Grif- vez, involving a lien for lumber and
ARE NOT NECESSARY.
nation of the details of the forestry The
The Boston Cerrillos Mine Corporamercury is climbing six to twelve fith.
building material for $3,251.3t, an
tion of the Cerriollos, Santa Fe coun- Director Durand Insists That Only service and the reasons for appropri- degrees under the influence of the
a
After
assessment
discussion
of
from Bernalillo county county,
appeal
ating government money in that di- southwind. The shortage of the nat- matters, the consensus of opinion the judgment of the lower court
ty, and Portland, Me., filed a certififor
the Most Competent Persons Be
was
He
rection.
warmly greeted by ural
cate changing its New Mexico represeemed to be that the board of equali- the above amount was affirmed in an
is apparently over.
supply
gas
Selected for Census.
Chairman Scott and other members
sentative from Alfred P. Towe to
zation must take the lead in the mat- opinion by Associate Justice M. C.
Much Suffering in Iowa.
of the committee.
John O. Eaton.
7. Fourteen ter of increasing and equalizing asMechem. E. L. Medler appeared for
Des
Jan.
Moines,
Direcla.,
7.
Census
Washington, Jan.
will be below was recorded here last
Another cabinet
Notary Public Appointed.
night, sessments, especially as to the larger appellee, and N. B. Field for appeltor Durand stated today that, as a re- held this afternoon meeting
"
and Pinchot's
Governor Curry today appointed sult of
his conferences with the super- case will be further discussed. It is the coldest of the winter. Owing to a interests for which it fixes the valu- lant. The cases of N. Nash, appellee,
As to the collection of taxes, vs. A. L. Morgan, et al., appellants,
Nelson A. Miller of Wagon Mound, visors of census
throughout the understood that a statement on the shortage of coal, there was much suf- ation.
it was resolved to adopt a form of and Nick Metz, appellee, vs. Andres
Mora county, a notary public.
secclosed
factories
Several
in
today
finds
fering.
that
he
many
country
subject will be issued later. Pinchot's
distrainer and execution for personal Romero, appellant, both from BernaPecos Water Rights Matter Taken
tions, especially in the larger cities, letter to Dolliver in which the chief on account of fuel shortage.
taxes and to enforce the collection lillo county, involving the same quesUnder Advisement.
Coldest Day for Years in Chicago.
have not been as yet sufficient forester boldly upheld his attitude
there
of
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sulpersonal taxes vigorously. At this tions, were affirmed.
enu7;.
Jim.
of
experiOtticagVi
Chicago,
applications for the positions
in the Ballinger-Pincho- t
controversy
resosession
afternoon
In the case of A. H. Patton, appellivan has taken under advisement the merators.
several
It
looks, he thinks, as if continues to be the sensation. In the enced the coldest Weather for several
vs. W. W. Balch, appellant, g.
the
were
committee
lutions
Pecos riveor water rights disputes, the
drafted
lee,
by
"At
bureau
weather
the
that
so
is
today:
prosperous
House
Representative Fitzger- five below was shown, but street ther- adopted after disclussion, after which peal from Roosevelt county, Henry
the hearing of which in the council peoplecountry
are not as anxious to get these ald of today,
New York offered an amend- mometers
Patton appearing for appellee and .
the conference adjourned.
chamber at the Capitol occupied the responsible places as had been ex-,- t
reported ten below.
tQ a joint resolutiollj providin
Govto
of
C.
the
indisposition
Owing
Taylor for appellant, the jv
past two days and in which some of pected
of Sheep Killed By Cold.
for the investigation of the interior Thousands
the best legal talent in New Mexico
7. Thou ernor Curry who is suffering with a ment of the lower court
S.
Jan.
D.,
Deadwood,
The scarcity is giving the director department and forest service elimimade learned argument to elucida'te
sands of sheep have been killed the cold, the district attorneys met at in an opinion by Associate Ju
nating the forest service from inquiry. last few days by the cold according the executive mansion today instead M. C. Mechem. The case was
involved. some concern, as only a few weeks
the intricate questions
remain before the date for closing the
entry and detainer.
Twenty days were granted in which consideration of
to reports from the northwest. The of going to the capitol.
applications. It will NINE DOLLAR HOG HAS
r
In the case of the Territo
the trustees of the Las Vegas grant
Lan-demost
serious
are
around
losses
the
to extend
vs. Robert Lesl
New
Mexico
AWAY.
SUPAI
could file briefs and for the presen- be impossible generally
ARRIVED AT CHICAGO.
VILLAGE
SWEPT
Sr..
of
where
the
blocking
Wyoming,
as to examine
tand Robert Leslie, Jr., sente .."
tation of data as to the water supply application time limit,
railroads by storms has prevented
neceswith
"test"
the
the
papers,
ithe penitentiary from Linco!;:
of the Pecos and tributaries.
Wall
Feet
of
Water
is
Luxuries
One
of
Now
High
the
men
Pork
Twenty
feed
for
from
the
sheep
securing
sary care to insure the designation of
Bar Association.
o
Rushes Down Cataract
ty for the larceny of six hea.' f
of the
their flocks. Some owners have sold
Only for the
will consume every
persons,
qualified
tie from the El Capitan I :'t
was
Canon.
resolved yesterday afternoon
It
cents
at
One
a
flocks
head.
fifty
Country.
large
this
to postpone again the New Mexico moment of the time allowed for
7.
rf U
Jan.
Ariz.,
man
Report Cattle Company, the jtidgnx
Flagstaff,
bought three thousand sheep for
the
lower court was affirmed lii ,111
Inrn4- UU1
Bar Association meeting until Febru- phase of the work of selecting
1,,,
reached
entire
that
the
l1.An
K.,f
here
today
LULUICC
u"""1
"u"
leaving nothing for an
Chicago.o Jan. 7. The nine dollar!"dred
'.
by Chief Justice William
dian village of Supai, located in Catarary 28, when the supreme court re- enumerators,
cf them to safety.
pr-deAs the inauguration
convenes.
of extension of the date- for shutting hog arrived at the union stock yards
been destroyed by a Gatewood and Graves and
act
has
canon,
El
Still
Paso
Shivering
today and his coming marked an
.i
for
Chief Justice William J. Mills to the down on applications.
appeared
appella
temof
7.
wall
water
El
that
The
Jan.
high
feet
twenty
Paso, Texas,
all epoch in high prices. With the ex- - j
- urges
I
The
director
therefore
General
W
Frank
sir
followthe
takes
torney
on Sunplace
governorship
enumera- fpntinn nf a shnrt nprinrl in IRS?, perature this morning was thirteen swept down the canon early
ing day a large attendance of mem- persons desiring places as
Several Indians are the Territory.
c1egrees auove- morning.
day
nine
at
swine
when
the
sold
as
$9.35,
In the case of the T i
quicklj
ts.
bers of the bar is anticipated espe- tors to make application
Thirty-Eigh- t
Below Zero in Colorado. missing. It is supposed they were
seen
orhas
been
not
here
in
dollar
;
as
and
he
hog
vs. Carl Adan
that,
dispossible,
hopes
d
appellee,
cially from the fourth judicial
7.
reflood.
About
carried
the
down
Jan.
Belated
Denver, Colo.,
by
since the nivil War. The continued
t:
indicted for conspiracy
,i
trict over which Chief Justice Mills der to help get a perfect census,
moutain
to
the
districts
hundred
from
three
l'orts
high
ground.
bring
escaped
and
::
people intense cold impeding transportation
energetic
lawfully into the United sta.
so ably for so many irited
. haspresided
and the apparent hesitation of pro Ftoiies of suffering and death from It is supposed that a stockman's dam ese persons not entitled to enter, ihi.
years and to which, according tocus- - throughout the country will offer
even ducers to market hogs are the chief snow slides and cold, and an inter- and tanks were washed out during the lower court was sustained, the only
torn,, the presldnecyoi the Bar Associ themselves for these positions, them causes of the abnormal
ruption to railroad traffic from heavy heavy rains, letting the flood down the point raised being as to alleged eradvance.
.care
for
not
tlibush
they may
ation goes this time, the intention besnow falls. A report reached Duran-go- , canon.
inpay
ror in the admission of evidence and
ing to hold the annual election of offi- from the standpoint
Colo., yesterday that a snow slide
trusts
also
volved.
that
employHe
the opinion being per curiam. U. S.
cers on February 28. It is also excarried away the boarding house of
tneir duty to give
Attorney David J. Leahy appeared for
pected that the Las Vegas Bar will ers will deem it
of
the Tom Moore mine, a number
the government and J. E. Wharton
invite the association to meet with leave of absence to their employees
DO. COOK
fatalities resulting. The wires are
appellant.
it this August for the regular sum- who may desire to act as enumeradown and the report is not verified.
tors. Some slight sacrifice of this
In case No. 1180, Luciano Chaves,
mer meeting:
On Wednesday a snowslide .near Lake
et al.,
vs. Eloisa L. de
repaid by the imNormal sort will be amply
Pupils at Spanish-America- n
GO AGAIN Bergere, appellants,
of the census returns.
et al., appellees, an appeal
City, Colo., killed Jack Bartlett, a vetproved
quality
School.
eran miner. Temperatures of zero to
to the U. S. Supreme
Continuing, the director said:
Court wax
The following are the pupils at the
thirty-eigh- t
the actual work of takbelow are reported from
and the appeal bond was.
"Although
granted
Spanish-America- n
Normal School at ing the census will not begin until William H. Clelland Who the mountains.
at $5,000.
He is in Germany Planning fixed
El Rito in addition to those who have April 15, it is essential that those
in
Arizona.
Southern
Snow
Notice
of writ of error was given
Lives
Coal
Saved
at Cherry
been drafted from the school to teach who wish to act as enumerators
in cases Nos. 1224, Territory of New
to
Another
Nogales, Ariz., Jan. 7. Nogales and
Expedition
in rural districts: Celestino Martinez, should
Mine Disaster
Mexico vs. Ricardo Alarid, from Santhe surrounding country is covered
apply immediately. Except
the North Pole
Guilberte Duran, Jose R. Lopez, Gua- under unusual circumstances," no
with snow. This is the second coverta Fe county, in which the court had
dalupe Trujillo, Manuel S. Trujillo,
received after January 25
ing this season.
just denied a irehearing and No. 1045,
Paula Trujillo, Celestino
About 68,000 enu- FIREMAN BURNED TO A CRISP
will be considered.
United States vs. Mariano Sena, in
HE AND
WIFE
ARE HAPPY which the court had also denied
Ralph Dixon, Amabelis Moya, Martir. merators will be required. Each will
FOUR KILLED IN
a reSuazo, Cleofes Martinez, Alberto Cha work in his own locality. Any comROCK QUARRY.
hearing.
vez, Mrs. Lola Chaves, Misses A. M petent person is entitled to apply for Incinerated
The board of Bar Examiners reportby a Gust of Flame
Discredited
Rodriguez, R. Guillen, Lenora Wood, this position, and will be fairly conis
Located
Rock
Explorer
ed
and H. B. Jamison, of Albuquer-oue- .
Cars
of
Thirteen
Per
Shipped
as He Broke Down
Mary Ferran, Dixie Dixon, G. Dixon, sidered for appointment.
Week Iron Mine is Being
was admitted to practice nnnn
This Time in
Again,
Sarah Keller, Carmelita Martinez,
Door.
J
"Political recommendations are not
and Alfredo Ruiz of Gal
Up.
examination,
Opened
Mae Madole, Belle. Woods, P. Fleming
Europe.
certificate.
necessary. The supervisors, to whom
The temporary
upon
lup
and Tomas Lucero.
licenses of J. A. Law, Roscoe Nesbitt
El Paso, Texas, Jan. 7. David Wilapplication must be made, have been
St. Louis. Mo.. Jan. 7. One fireman
Port Jervis, N. Y., Jan. 7. The and LeRoy R. Wade were extended.
instructed to consider all candidates was burned to death, six others injur- liams, who is quarrying rock for the
of
Dr. Cook is now in Germany
on
the
basis
and
to
missing
select
The following temporary licenses
solely
UNION PACIFIC CONSIDERS
ed, sevral women overcome by smoke Southwestern railroad near Tecolote;
efficiency. For the purpose of aiding and two hundred hotel guests were 18 miles north of Carrizozo, N. M., perfecting plans for an expedition to were cancelled: Burt Challis of Dem-inBUILDING CUT-OFthe supervisors in determining the driven into the street with a tempera- is shipping 13 cars of rock a week, the Arctic regions next year, accordJohn F. Durant of Fort Bayard;
to a statement by Theodore Cook John F. Perry of Solano;
a writ- ture near zero at
Joseph Gill
Millions to Be Expended In Order to competence of the candidates,
three o'clock this and is also opening up a large body ing
brother of the explorer, who is visit- of Clayton ; ; Samuel Denton Ware of
ten test will be prescribed, and any
when dire broke out in a bar- of iron ore three and a half miles
Save Forty Miles Between Nemorning
section. The Clovis; Francis Reese of Portales; S.
from Elder station, in the same ing friends in this
person between the ages of 18 and 70 ber shop between the
braska and. Wyoming.
Cambridge and
statement
brother's
that the ex- D. Williams and Powatan E. Carter of
adds
who is a citizen of the United States
Colorado
Fuel
and
the
Barnum hotels. Harris Tasche, a line- neighborhood,
will be permitted to take it.
Iron Company is opening up the new plorer's wife is with him and that Portales; Thomas Davis of Estancia;
Cheyenne, .Jan. 7. Survey nlats
"The test will be of a. strictly prac man, and Assistant Fire Chief Hayes iron mine it recently acquired from they are both happy to be away from Jerome Davison of Hollene, W. L.
filed in the Cheyenne land office, Indi
tical character, substantially the same opened the door of the barber shop Professor Fayette A. Jones, of Albu- the public. The expedition which Dr. Carter of Alamogordo; and August F.
cate that the Union Pacific is consld-a- s
was used ln 1900. It will consist and the former was burned to a crisp
and is shipping several cars Cook is planning, according to his Lee of Tucumcari.
ering the feasibility of constructing a of fllling out a sampie schedule of almost instantly in a sheet of flames querque,
a week to its plant in Pueblo, Colo. brother, is for the purpose of getting
An order was entered instructing
main line cut off between Northport,
out. Hayes fell unconscious
po lation and ln the case of rural that shot
Four of Mr. William's men were kill- conclusive evidence that Dr. Cook was the clerk to notify all parties having
was'
auu meuwwe bow, wyom- but
The
rescued.
Cambridge ed by a blast in the
dlstricts, filling out also a sample
cases for argument if any desire to
quarry last week at the pole on April 21st, 1908.
ng.
This, would shorten the coast schedule
of agriculture, these sched- - hotel was six stories and there was a and shipped their bodies to El Paso
submit them on briefs, this should be
ve
xnousanas
or
1 !
'
ules being precisely the same as will panic among the guests who ran into for interment Monday.
LATHAM REACHES
done by February 1, so that if posthe climb to the crest of the
feet in li
be used by the enumerators the street, many in night clothes. WilALTITUDE OF 4.000 FEET. sible they may be considered by the
actually
Black Hills in Wyoming and leave ln
ir work later on. In order to liam H. Clelland, hero of the Cherry
Death of Contractor at Albuquer
Mourmelon, France, Jan. 7. During time coual meets again on February
Cheyenne, Laramie and Sidney far to asslst candidates in ; preparing for disaster, one of the men rescued from
minute spectacular flight 28.
William M. Morgan, a contrac- a forty-fiv- e
que
iu mium.
iue survey provides for the test, copies of the blank sched the pit, was a guest at one of the tor at Albuquerque and who came here
today Hubert Latham, the
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
many tunnels, one being flfteey thou- hotels and assited several persons to to New Mexico 28 years ago from French aviator, attained an altitude
sand feet long.
'
the street. The loss is $100,000.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
estimated at four thousand feet.
Philadelphia, died yesterday.
(Continued on Page Eight.)

Governor Curry today received

the

first printed copies of his report for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1909.
11 is replete with concise and accurate statistical information and reports
on the progress of education and oth-- r
matters in the territory.
Appeal From Water Rights Decision.
Henry Tipton has appealed to the
territorial board of water commissioners, from the approval of the application of F. E. Downs for waters out of
he Pecos river in Eddy county.
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THE DAILY

Wheat

Imperial
Jersy Cream

Flour

Bobolink

No. 40

Telephone

Ap SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CALL

canon down.

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Goods.

Spitz

JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

FRANK

mKi..

SANTA FE, N. M.

Undertaker and Embalmer
J.

D .'MULLIGAN

FUNERALS
RESIDENCE
RED
NIGHT PHONE
PICTURE

TASTEFULLY

FRAMING

TRY0UR

phone5
AND

BED

DONE.

SATISFACTORILY

If

a Meal
old
Also Good iot Chickens
III

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
"Wholesale and

Retail Dealers in

LEO HERSGH

Grain, Potatoes,

Flow, Hay,

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

DIAMONDS

a

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

Qm

YOfflTZ WTCHES

MANUFACTURER OP

Right Prices
Right Goods
Right Serviss

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY

Eyes Tested
Fitted by
Methods

Cut Class, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

Z00K HAS

1

1

I

and

I

SANTA FE, N. M.

?

Remedy

BURROWS CO.

BELOW COST

A large assortment to select from
in all the latest styles & colors
THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY

THAT YOU SHOULD NOT MISS

j

j

j

FOR HALF

I

CITY TOPICS

I

Denver, Colo., Jan. 7. Fore- New Mexico: Fair
weather tonight and Saturday,
with slowly rising temperate.

X
X
X
X

MINOR

PHONE 36

Zook's Pharmacy

CENTURY

P. O. BOX 219

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

8

HOUSE

National Guard Orders.
Adjutant General,
General Orders No. 26.
Attention of all concerned is invit
ed to the fact that the following annual reports are required, viz:
By company commanders:
1. Annual return of quartermaster
stores.
2.
return of ordnance
Annual
stores.
3.
Annual report of drills, target
practice and field instruction.
4. Annual report of target practice.
5.
Any other officer accountable
for ordnance or quartermaster stores
will make returns for same.
All of the above returns and re- ports will be made in duplicate, one
copy to be retained with company rec-- j
ords and one copy mailed to this of- fice not later than January 20, 1910.
One invoice of ordnance and quartermaster stores will be filed with the retained return and one filed with copy
of return forwarded to this office.
Any officer required to make returns, who is not provided with blank
forms will apply to this office for
same. In case any company has not
had target practice or drills, the
blanks will be returned to this office
with facts noted thereon with reason

X
X
X
X
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Woman's Board of Trade Election
afternoon, at the regular
annual election of offthe
meeting,
icers of the Board of Trade will take
place.
To Preach The
Rev. Ferguson
Rev. Neill Bersuson, who comes here
from Albuquerque will fill the pulpit
of the First Presbyterian church Sun
day morning and eveening. H is said
to be a forceful speaker and to have
a pleasant delivery that is decidedly;
On Monday
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razor uncunuiiiunally

Thesecret Electric Tempering
positively merges every par 5lS
ticle of carbon (the life of
steel) into the metal giving 516

It's
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narUWare

RISING,
138 Red.

Haye

hardness

e

diamond-lik-

throughout the bladesome
thing absolutely impossible
with fire tempered steel used V
in making all other razors.
But test this razor in your
own home--have your barber
use it on you. Secure one 30
DAYS TRIAL with NO ObLI
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"

n
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Sprinkle Ashes Many residents of
the city today sprinkled ashes on the
sidewalks in front of their homes because there seemed need of some preventative of falls. Moreover the
from Washington told plainly what happened even to gerat persons when they do acrobatic feats for
which they are unprepared.
Put on Three Cents A great many
people have been in doubt as to the
amount of postage required to mail
the New Year's edition of the Santa
Fe New Mexicon. When the edition
is sent with the newspaper of January 3, it will go for three cents, but
if the brochure or booklet on Santa
Fe is sent out alone four cents in
stamps will be required, because the
rate is higher on printed matter that
is not a newspaper. Great care should
be eaken to conform to this rule as
the edition otherwise may never reach
its destination.
The Theatre Tonight A first class
vaudeville performance is promised
at the Euks' theatre tonight. The curtain will rise at 8:15. The performance will resemble in some respects
that of Tuesday night, but it will
be netirely new in its features. Fun
will he had from start to finish. Mr.
Boyce, the clever singer from the
Tivoli opera house in San Francisco
will sing several songs including the
very amusing one of "The Man from
Gay Paree." The matinee tomorrow
will be a vaudeville too, with the German paper act, which will doubtless
please the children who will be admitted to the show for ten cents. This
will be their performance and the La
Salle Company hope that 500 or more
children in the city will have a chance
to see the feunny show. Tomorrow
night the company will play "The
Southern Romance," which will be
free from pistols and thunder.
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Coal

WHOLESALE
AND .RETAIL

Screened
Anthracite
MONTEZUMA

Near

A. T. & S.

Quality

Druggist

"

RATON
YANKEE',

Lump

CERRILLOS

Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

Coal1, all
AVENUE
F. IDepot.

Ueras

m
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Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

Telephone 85

I

tf

HARDWARE CO.

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED

onlyat
If it is

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

Livery

S?ea

We have it

A COMPLETE STOCK OF SINGLE
RIGS, SURREY & SADDLE HORSES

& RISING
WILLIAMS
Francisco ISt.
Phone Red

310 San

13y

No Contagious desease allowed In our hacks

May the coming year be the best you ever have had.
and the worst youever will have.
"The

We

GUARANTEED to give this.

Phone

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that Is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing und
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflamma
tion can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflam
ed condition of the mucous surface.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
PILES CURED JN 6 TO 14 DAYS
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to cure
Blind Bleeding or Proany case of Itching,
Take Hall's Family Pills for
truding Piles in 6 to 14 days or money

Phone
213.

GRINDING.

want comfort and satisaction
of clean smooth shaves every
morning.
The Carbo Magnetic is the only
You

from
WTe have this week received
tho factory another one of those extension front broughams which in all
probability is the finest hack in the
city of Santa Fe. We are endeavoring
service and will
to give you
do our best to answer all calls
&

that cares.

UNIFORM KEENNESS

attractive.

WILLIAMS

Start the New Year with a clean record. The successful man to dny is the man who realizes the important of
his personal appearance. It is the man who cares who
gets the things in life and three quarters of his suecess
can be attributed to his personality. Let us help you
plan the New Year of It 10 with a few suggestions along
ths line of helpful essentials that appeal to the man

To Om Many Friends and Patrons
0

A

Raton Range.

The above reports and returns
should be accurate and forwarded as
soon as possible in order that they
may be combined here and forwarded to the war department as required
by law.
Invoice should be numbered in order in which good were received.
By Command of the Governor,
A. S. BROOKES,
Acting Adjutant General.
Good Roads In Dona Ana County.
Announcement is made by Governor George Curry to R. E. Bowden,
secretary of the Berino Anthony
Farmers' Association that the Santa

130

Ladies Tailor Made Suits
Ladies and Misses Coats

'

therefor.

Given Careful
Personal Attention

188

i

MM s. coiir.

;

Office of the

MANUFACTURER

Incorporated 1903.

January Sale

Fe railroad will lease 40 feet of its
right of way for use as a public road
from the state line at Anthony north
to Mesquite station, Dona Ana county, a distance of 10 miles. Mr. Bow- den has been working along the lines
of this proposition since last fall when
the Santa Fe people offered 23 feet j
which is now increased to 40 feet.
Not anticipating the action of the
Santa Fe residents of Earlham have
opened a road outside of the railroad
right of way from the point north to
Mesquite about four miles of land for
the iroad being donated by Eli New- son, F. M. Gallaner, Wrc. Brown and
Charles Campbell.
j

OFFICIAL MATTERS

Leather and Leather Ebony

Phone Black

STRIPLING

t,

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

436 Canon Road
19

Rheumatic

Sugarite Flows Over Rimrock of
Bartlett Mesa Much curiosity and
interest was excited Sunday afternoon
by the appearance of spray rising
above the Rim Rock on the Bartlett
Mesa, caused by large streams of
water from melted snow pouring over the long ledges of precipice and
dashing hundreds of feet upon the
broken talis below. At times, when
there was a lull in the wind, the ris-- !
ing column of spray was quite
assuming the appearance of a
heavy cloud rising above the Rim
Rock's sky line, although the fall of
water was more than six miles dis
tant. A large number were able to
make out the streams of water which
must have been rushing down the
Mesa's side in unusually large quan- titles. The volume of water was suf-- j
ficient to fill the arroyo from Linwood

inter Grocery Co.

SEL

Dr. Snoop's

yet
A heart too full to hold regret;
Tears, loneliness, reluctant rest.
Dear, barbed remembrance clasped
to breast
Good night!
Harper's Bazar.

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES.

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

d

For me, the long dusk ere the dark,
The petty deeds that make no mark,
Xo chance to fight;
The long look back the questioning,

YAST

Also VARIETY FRESH

Established 1856.

I have found a tried and tested cure for Rheu.
tnati sm Not a remedy that will straighten the
distorted limbs of chronic cripples, nor turn bony
growths back to flsh asain. That is impossible.
Hut I oin now surely kill the pains and pangs ol
this doplorable disease.
In (jiTinany with a Chemist 4n the City of
Darmstadt I found the last Ingredient with
Which Dr. Snoop's Rheumatic Remedy was made
a perfected, dependable prescription. Without
that last ingredient, I successfully treated many,
many oases of Rheumatism ; but now, at last, it uniformly cures all curable cases of this heretofore
much dreaded disease. Those sand-lik- e
granular
wastes, found in Rheumatic Blood, seem todissolve
and pass away under the action of this remedy as
freely as does sugar when added to pure water
And then, when dissolved, these poisonous wastes
freely pass from the system, and the cause of
Rheumatism is gone forever. There is now no
real need no actual excuse to suffer longer without help. We sell, and in confidence recommend

PARTED.
Adams.)
For thee, free air, the morning sun,
A
labor new begun,
Tarewell to sorrow!
A saving acl'on, healing striffc,
The overfloving cup of life,
Some slight regret as spur to goad
Then forward on the open road!
Good morrow!
well-love-

f

Rheumatism

UP.

(By Henry

Pansy

1

BOiO
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Phone
213.

Zook's- Pharmacy
BBSS
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EVER WATCHFUL
A Little Care Will Save Many Santa
Fe Readers Future Trouble.
the kidney secretions.
, Watch
See that they have the amber hue
of health;
The discharges not excessive or in-

message oh inter

STATE

COHERCE

HI

TRUSTS

Moderate But Emphatic in Tone the Chief Executive Points
Out Conservative Remedies for Defects in Existing
Legislation on Those Subjects.

frequent ;

Contain no "brick-dus- t
like" sediment.
Doan's Kidney Pills will do this for
you.
They watch the kidneys and cure
them when they're sick.
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo Street, Santa Fe, N M., says: "I deem it a
pleasure to corroborate the public
statement I gave in favor of Doan's
Kidney Pills about seven years ago.
I found them to be an excellent remedy and I have never hesitated to
vouch for their merit since then when
an opportunity has presented itself.
For two years I was in bad shape frcm
backache and kidney trouble and
Pills were
when Doan's
Kidney
brought to mv notice. I resolved to
try them. I procured a box at Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s drug stora and
they not only drove away the backache, but regulated the passages of
the kidney secretions and toned up
my entire system. When my back
has bothered me during the ast two
and a half years, I Lave at once taken Doan's Kidney Pills and they have
never failed to bring the desired relief."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and

Washington, D. C, Jan .Follow i
Presiing is a full abstract of the
dent's message on the interstate comlaws submitted
merce and anti-truin both Houses of Congress today:
"To the Senate and House of Representatives: I withheld from my an
nual messa e a discussion oi needed
legislation under the authority whuii
Congress has to re Ulate commerce
between the states and foreign countries and said that I would brine this
subject matter to your attention later.
Accordingly I beg to submit to you
certain recommendations as to the
to the interstate comamendments
merce law and certain considerations
arising out of the operations of the
anti-trus- t
law suggesting the wisdom
of federal incorporation of industrial
companies."
The Interstate Commerce Law.
In the 1908 report of the interstate
attention is
commerce commission
called to the fact that many suits had
been begun to set aside orders of the
combination that few orders of much
consequence had been permitted to go
without protest; that the constitution- ality of the act itself was in issue, and
the risht of Congress to delegate to
any tribunal authority to establish
an interstate rate was denied and that
the extent of the right of the court
to review the orders of the commission is Questioned. In twelve cases
referred it was said, preliminary in- junctions were prayed for, being
granted in six and refused in six.
It hag fom the flrst been un.der.
that
stood gayg the commission,
thA slicf.pss of the nresent act de
the facmty with
temporary injunctions could be

reasonable it. then by its order, either
forbid the increase at all or fix the
maximum beyond which it shall not
be made. If. on the other hand, at
the expiration of this time, th commission, shall not have completed its
investigation, then the rate shall take
effect precisely as it would under the
existing law and the commission may
continue its investigation with such
results as might he realized under
the law as it now stands.
Claim of Shippers.
The claim is advanced
by some
large association of shippers,
that
shippers of freight should be empowered to direct the route over which
their shipmentss hould pass to destination and it has been urged that the
provisions of the interstate commerce
act which now empoyers the commission, after hearing on complaint, to
establish through routes and maximum joint rates, to be charged, etc.,
when no reasonable
or satisfactory
through route shall have been already
established, be amended so as to empower the commission to take such
action even when one existing reasonable and satisfactory route already
exists. This seems to me to be a
reasonable provision. However, in
the exercise, in this right the shipper
should be subject to such reasonable
regulations as the interstate commerce commission may prescribe.
The Republican platform of 190S declared in favor of amending the interstate law, but so as always to maintain the principle of competition between naturally competing lines and
avoiding the common control of such
lines by any means whatsoever. One
of the most potent means of exercising such control has been through
the holding of stock of one railroad
company by another company owning
a competing line. I therefore recom- mend that the law shall be amended
so as to provide that from, and after
the date of its passage no company
subject to the interstate commerce
commission shall directly or indirect-justicly acquire any interests of any kind in
capital stock or purchase or lease any

I
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New Mexico Military institute
ROSWELU, NEW MEXICO.
Tht Weil Point cf the Southwert."
Arrnv Orrcer Detailed oy War Department
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

"A."

rtrough Academic course, preparing young

a

n

men for coilepe or for business life. Oreat
amount of open air work. Healthlei location

si
4?

.:.

of any Military School In the Union. Located
Pecos Valley the garden
u the beautiful
spot of the West at an e'evatiot of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Ittie run or snow during session.
EUvcn OfficiTs and instructors, ail graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects.
RKtiENTV K. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamlllou, Vice President; J. Pbt ips White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, aud W

K

dsion be secured so as to bring about
an effective, systematic and scientific
enforcement of the commerce
law
rather than conflicting decisions and
uncertainty of final result.
Court of Five Judges.
ror this purpose recommend the
establishment of a court of the United
states composed of five judges de- 1
sienatetl for such
from imnnc
the circuit court judges of the United
A Ftlyan
States to be known as the T'nited
For oartlciilars and llliisirated catalogue
States court of commerce, which court
v
r t)
shall
address.
be clothed
with exclusive
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
original jurisdiction over the followcases:
Superintendent
ing classes of
(1) . AH cases for the enforcement, otherwise than by adjudication
and collection of a forfeiture or penalty or by infliction of criminal punishment of an order of the interstate
commerce commission other than for
the payment of money.
(2) . All cases brought to enjoin,
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
The efficiency of these waters
set aside, annul or suspend any order
located in the midst of the Ancient world.
or requirement of the interstate com
been
has
throughly tested by the
miles west
Cliff Dwellings, twenyt-fiv- e
merce commission.
miraculous cures attested to in the
miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, RheuTaos
of
and
fifty
secAll
such cases as under
(3).
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- o matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'3
tion three of the act of February 19,
no
other.
take
Syphilitic
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys,
au1903, known as the Elkins act are
Scrofula,
Affections,
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial
thorized to he maintained in a ciri
ComFemale
all
to
Notice for Publication.
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the
line
of
Grippe,
springs,
Catarrh,
stage
daily
cuit court of the United States.
bathand
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0824.
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Board, lodging
(Serial
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(4). All such mandamus proceed- $50
are
$15
week;
The
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per
from
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gases
per
Department of the Interior,
day;
ing
ings as under the provisions of sec- meets Denver
G.000 feet. Climate per
Jemez Forest Reserve.
month.
Altitude
carbonic.
Stage
tion 20 or section 23 of the interstate
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
commerce law are authorized to he
December 7, 1909.
year round. There is now a commod- u non remiest. This resort is attrac
maintained in a circuit court of the
Notice is hereby given that Edward
ious
hotel for the convenience of in- - tive at all seasons and is open all
United States.
McCauley of Jemez Springs, N. M.,
valids
and tourists. People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
The act should empower the chief
who, on August 10, 1908, made home-- ;
from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
at any time when the business
of
stead entry No. 0824 for NW
contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
of the court of commerce does not re- me SJii , lownsmp is in., nauSe o
These waters contain 1,020.24 grains same day. For further particulars
quire the services of all the judges to railroad of any other corporation of
E, N M. P Meridian has fl ed noalkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
reasign the judges designated to that which competes with it, respecting
rice of intention to make final proof
to
which the interstate
court to the circuits to which they re- business
to es ahlish claim to the land above
c
fey
described before Register or Receiv-- ,
belong; and it should also merce act applies. But especially for
of com
n
bm
N M
.
0
..
provide for payment to such judges of the protection of the minority
er, U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. PIa'nt' he result of
Ojo Caliente. Taos. C
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I
M. on January 26, 1910.
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holders
The
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of
a
day?'
such
recommend
orders
that
proyear.
'
no venr satisfactory
court and judgments should be made hibition be coupled with a proviso
Claimant names as witnesses Hugh vestigation,
ue
aulL
final subject only to review by the su- that it shall not operate to prevent
Murray. Wm. Rogers, Linas Shields,
au
A. W. Fedderson, all of Jemez course, every carrier anecieu uy
court of the United States.
any corporation which at the date of
order of the commission has a consti preme
A judge of that court might be em- the passage of such act, shall own
Springs, N. M.
tutional right to appeal to a federal
MANUEL R. OTERO.
of the entire
powered to allow a stay of the com- not less htan one-hal- f
Register. court to protect it from the enforce- mission's order for a period of not issued and outstanding capital stock
ment of an order which it may show
more than GO days, hut pending appli- of any other railroad company, from
to be prima facie confiscatory or uncation to the court for its order or in- acquiring all or the remainder of
justly discriminatory in its effects junction, then only where his order such stocks; or to
TAKE A JOY RIDE ON
prohibit any railand as this application may be made
shall
which
road
contain
based
a
at the date of
company
specific
finding
to a court in any district of the
The Health Merry-Go-Rou- nd
evidence scubmitted to the the enactment of the law is operating
upon
renot
does
TO
United States
only
delay
the order and identified a railroad of any other corporation un- AT CORDOVA'S ON GALISTEO STREET
sult in the enforcement of the order, judge making
irre-Prof. FLAVIO SILVA Proprietor
der
for
not
a
reference
such
executed
term
lease,
of
j
thereto, that
but great uncertainty is caused by by
5c A Ride 5c.
parable damage wou'd result to the less than 25 years from acquiring the
of
decision.
contrariety
HOURS-Week7 to 9 p. m.
petitioner specifying the nature of the reversionary ownership of the demisIt would not be proper to attempt damage.
Sunday 1 to 9 p. m,
ed railroad, hut that such provisions
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg
to deprive any corporation of the
In my opinion all litigation affect-- , shall not operate to authorize or valof
court
to
a
review
the
any
by
right
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
ing the government should be under idate the acquisition through stock
order, or and decree, which, if undis- the district control of the department ownership or otherwise of a competMONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
turbed, would rob it of a reasonable of justice; and I therefore recommend ing line or interets therein in violation
return upon its investment or would that all proceedings
anti-truof
the
or any other law.
Payable Tarouaiioat the United States. Canada. Mexicc
affecting orders
subject it to burdens which would and decrees of the interstate com- I also recommend the enactment of a
and all Foreign Countries
unjustly discriminate against it and merce commission be brought by or law providing that no railroad corporin favor of other carriers similarly
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday situated. What is however of su- against the United States 'co nomie' ation subject to the interstate comassist-- i merce act shall hereafter
in
of
an
and
he
placed
for
charge
any
Returns Thursday and Friday. preme importance is that the decision ant
attorney general acting under the purposes connected with or relating
AGENCY" at O. K. B irber Shop of such Questions shall be as speedy
of the attorney general,
to any part of its business governed
Phone No 23 as the nature of the circumstances direction
P. O. BROWN,
190S
The
of
Republican
j
platform
by said act, issue any capital stock
will admit and that a uniformity of de- - j
Red
Agent.
expressed the belief that the inter-- i without previous or simultaneous paystate commerce law should be further ment to it of not less than the par
amended so as to give the railroads value of such stock or any bonds or
the right to make and publish traffic other obligations (except notes ma
La u
H
U
ws&r lima mm
iAwq u
agreements subject to the approval turing not more than one year from
of the commission, but maintaining al- - the date of their issue), without the
ways the principle of competition be-- j previous or simultaneous payment to
OF
tween naturally competing lines and such corporation of not less than the
avoiding the common control of such l.ar value of such bonds or other obliAND
lines by any whatsoever. ,
gations, or, if issued at less than their
I see no reason why agreements be- far value, then not without such paytween carriers subject to the act spec- - ment of the reasonable market value
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
of freight of such bonds or obligations as ascerifying the classification
and the rates for transportation of tained by the interstate commerce
In
in
of
women
men
is
to
and
aim
whose
school
prepare young
passengers and freight which they commission; and, that no property,
may agree to and establish, should service or other thing than money, exfor practical life under modern conditions. Complete
not he permitted, provided copies of cept at the fair value of such property
such agreements be filed with the or services as ascertained by the comCollege courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
RIGHT.
commission, but subject to all the pro-- I mission.
Eco
in
Household
and
Electrical
and?
C'vil
Engineering
visions of the interstate commerce
Such act should also provide for the
act and subject to the right to cancel
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculapproval by the interstate commerce
Bm Caspar Avenn
such agreements by 30 days' notice in commission of
amount of stock
the
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory j writing to the other parties and to and bonds to be issued by any railthe commission.
road company subject this act upon
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
I see no reason why the commission
any
pursuant to jushould not be authorized to act in its dicial reorganization
sale or other legal proceedings,
for self support.
own initiative as well as on the com- in
order to prevent the issue of stock
OUW MOTTO; To have the Best of Everything in Our Line
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
plaint of an individual in investiga- and bonds to an amount in excess of
tion the fairness of any existing rate; the fair value of the
property which
and I recommend the amendment of is the
of such reorganization.
subject
the law to so provide; and also that
By my direction the attorney generthe commission shall be fully empow- al has drafted a bill to
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
carry out these
ered beyond any question to pass up- recommendations which will be furon the classifications of commodities
nished upon request to the approBBSS for purpose of fixing rates.
priate committee whenever it may be
Under existing law the commission desired.
may not investigate any increase in
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
The question has arisen in the operrates until after it shall have become
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Oihsr Gstns.
effective. On the other hand, if the ation of the interstate commerce emcommission shall make an order find- ployers liability act as to whether
SANTA FE, ft. M.
527 San Franelaeo St.
ing that an existing rate Is excessive suit can be brought against the emNew
Fe,
and directing it to be reduced the car ployer company in any place other
rier affected, may by proceedings in than that of its home office. The right
the courts stay the operation of such to brinS the uit under this act should
bVe?hId
order of reduction for months and be as easy of enforcement as the
even years.
right of a private person not in the
incompany's
I
employ to sue out an ortherefore
the
recommend
that
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
claim
and process in such suits
emcommerce
terstate
dinary
commission he
powered whenever any proposed In- should be sufficiently served, if upon
crease of rates Is filed, at once either the station agent of the company upof the finest
COlirSSS
"a'
on complaint or of its own motion to on whom service is authorized to be
in
to
bind
made
the
ordinary
company
enter upon an Investigation into the
Academic and Preparatory Courses
reasonableness of such change and actions arising under the state laws.
ALL OP THE VERY
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
that it be further empowered in its Bills for both the foregoing purposes
form Separate Departments
AND NETVaJST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
LATEST
discretion to postpone the effective have been considered by the House of
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.
Send for Protpectua
date of such proposed Increase for a Representatives and have been passed
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
period not exceeding 60 days beyond and are now before the interstate
Studies resumed Septen ber 1st. '
the date when such rate would take commerce commission of the Senate.
BROTHER HERMES. President
DRY
effect. If within this time It shall de- termlne that such Increase is un-(Continued on Page Seven.)
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
Vice President.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer- .

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
25
carrier
week
by
Daily per
75 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier
65 Weekly, six months
mail
Daily, per month, by
7.00
Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail

$3.75
2.00
1.00
.75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is
crculaUn
and
growing
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large
Southwest.
among the intelligent and progressive people of the
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GETTING NEAR HOME.
The way that the divorce epidemic
is growing gives evidence of its strik:
ing nearer home every year. Forty
years ago there were only 27 divorces
to every Kio.OOO population in the
United States; today it is nearly one
hundred divorces in every 100,000 population or a ratio of more than one for
every fourteen marriages.
More than that, America leads the
whole Christian world by a big mar
gin in this divorce business. No Caucasian country, except Switzerland,
of its record for,
comes within one-ha1906 of 86 divorces to every 100,000
population.
And the deeper ycu go the worse it
gets. Forty years the other side of
1906 there were only 27 divorces to
in other
every 100,000 population;
words, the number has increased three
times. If there is a simand one-fiftilar increase in the next four decades,
what effect will there be on our civiliz
ation ?
This is the problem presented in a.
big volume of statistics compiled by.
the United States government. It covers the two decades from 1887 to 190G,
and it supplements a similar report
of the year 18G7 to 18SG compiled by
Carroll D. Wright. It is as complete
and authoritative as it can be made, j
and it throws a searching light on
one of the greatest problems of the
day.
All over the world, it seems, divorces are growing popular. While
Europe is behind us in number, yet
nearly all the great countries show
large increases.

I

ments.
Judge William H. Fope has passed
upon the question in a friendly suit
brought at Roswell and has decided
that the ordinance under the law of
1899 is valid. He says in his opinion:
"The plaintiff seeks to enjoin the
city from proceeding to enforce an
ordinance requiring him to lay a sidewalk in front of his lot upon the
ground that the ordinance does not
conform to Chapter 31 of the Laws
of 1909, but is drawn pursuant to
Chapter 54 of the Laws of 1S99.

"The defendant answers that the
act of 1909 is void for unreasonableness, ambiguity, uncertainty and incompleteness, and that the act of
1899 is therefore still in force.
"The matter is submitted upon a
demurrer to this answer. The court
it not convinced that the act of 190S
is void. The objections urged against
it are not, in my judgment, insuperable. However, it is not necessary
to a decision of the case to decide
this for the reason mat even assuming the validity of the later act the
plaintiff cannot recover; and this for
the reason that the act of 1909 does
not repeal the act of 1S99. Of course
repeals by implication are not favored
and with this principle of law in mind
it is reasonably clear that the last
legislature by its Chapter 31 intended
to cover only improvements of a more
or less general nature the benefits
from which are such as that the due
proportion chargeable to each piece
of property in the vicinity are not of
To this class
readv confutation.
belong opening and grading of streets,
constructing sewers and similar sys
tematie imnrovements. These latter
are usually reached by special assess
ment within a taxing district. A sidewalk improvement, however, so near
ly inheres in the lot to which it is
attached as to have been long treated as within the police power, and
as such as chargeable to the particu
lar lot 2 Cooley on Taxation, 1128
Palmer v. Way, 6 Colo. 106. It stands
on a different basis from improvements more general, in their nature
and more far reaching in their bene
fits. Some of these latter are point
ed out in 2 Cooley on Taxation, 115?
et seq. It is believed that the legis
lature of 1909 meant to preserve the
distinction and to leave the exercise
of the police power as to sidewalks
provided by the earlier act, still in
tact. I find nothing in the mention of
sidewalks in section 38 of the act to
lead to a different conclusion. That
section only permits expenditures for
the proper sidewalks to be consider
ed as a credit on any assessment
chargeable under the act.
"Carrying the demurrer to the an
swer back to the first defective
pleading the court is of opinion that
the complaint herein states no cause
Oi
action and a judgment may be
drawn for its dismissal at plaintiff's
cost."

LET SANTA FE LEARN.
Los Angeles was visited last year
by 100,000 tourists from places east
Thousands more came
of Denver.
f roni the Rocky mountain, th& great
plateau regions and the northwest.
ully one-hal- f
passed Lamy going or
eturmng with tickets in tneir pock
ets that entitled them to visit Santa
Fe free of charge as far as transpor
tation was concerned. What is more,
i
.i
.i
j
wuum
tnousanas
pverv one or tnose
have found Santa Fe fully as worth
while visiting as Los Angeles, pro- riding they would have found here a
ourist hotel such as the Hotel De
argas and providing they would have
been given the intelligent direction
that the proposed management of the
Hotel De Vargas is planning for its
guests." Los Angeles hotels raked in
2.000,000 from these tourists alone,
or about as much as Santa Fe hotels
have taken in altogether the last hun
dred years. But there is another
noint. Besides the $2,000,000 left ai
the hotels, other millions were left
in stores, with tourist agencies, with
auto firms, while .till more millions
invested in real estate and in
business enterprises that are making
Los Angeles one of the great cities
of the continent. It is not so long
o that Los Angeles was a smaller
town than Santa Fe. It was deemed
less important and less noteworthy
from the tourist or any other stand
point. Even twenty years ago, Los
Angeles was only in the 30,000 class.
to
Many factors have contributed
make it a 300,000 city in twenty years,
but none of these factors are outside
of the reach of Santa Fe, and the
most important factor for the present is a modern tourist resort hotel.
'

ONE COUNTY OUT OF TWENTY- SIX.
San Juan county's fruit production
last year was valued at half a million
dollars and it was not an extraor-ih- e
crop at that. San Juan is only
counties in the ter- one of twenty-si- x
ritory and while not the least yet it
pretty near the bottom as to pop- ulation at the last census.
Yet, the
following synopsis of San Juan coun-- !
wealth by the Pueblo Chieftain
some inkling of the possibilities
that the entire territory offers the
homeseeker and the investor:
"Flow of 'San Juan river, cubic feet
per second of time, 1,945. Flow of
Animas river, cubic feet per second of
time, 8o. Number of miles irrigat- ing ditches in the county, ZbU. Acres
of land under ditch, 100,000. Acres of
hay land. 10,000. Acres of other
crops, 15,000. Total acres under cultivation, 35,000. Acres under ditch,
not in cultivation, but used for pasturage, etc., 07,000. Estimated hay production, 1909, 50,000 tons. Estimated
10,000,000
1909,
fruit production,
pounds. Estimated grain production
Number of
1909, 3,000,000 pounds.
cattle and sheep shipped out of San
Juan county to market, 20,000 sheep,
2,000 fat cattle. Hogs, chickens, produce, 50,000 pounds. Estimate of other
1909, 2,000,000
pounds.
vegetables,

J. PAUH, President

R.

L. A. HUGHES,

3? 3

Vict-Presids-
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ft

En-wer-

for instance:
"The demoralizing effect of these
lynchings with their revolting details
of savagery is apparent. They constitute a blot en our civilization of
which, as a nation, nominally at least
civilized and. Christian, we ought to
be ashamed. The strangest part of
communities
it is that
tolerate these occasional scenes of
savagery in which thirst for revenge
sets aside the law and wreaks its vengeance in ways not alone revolting
but utterly intolerable under civilized
standards. The provocation is often
terrible, but it never justifies the
atrocity so frequently visited on the
degenerate criminal. Such an abandonment of
and
of the law is strangely out of harmony with our professed standard of
civilization."
self-contr-
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E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and SuCourts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
CHARLES F. EASLEY

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-La-

Land and Mining business a specialty.
- - New Mexico
Santa Fe,
CATRON & CATRON
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-LaOffice: Catron Block
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

....

G. VOLNEY HOWARD
Attorney arid Consellor-at-LaPractice in all Courts of Territory
Speaks Spanish
'Phone 192 Black
Rooms 18 and 19, Laughlin Block
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

....

RENEHAN & DAVIES
E. P. Davies

A. B. Renehan

Dis-

THE

HOTEL
W'LLIAM VAUGHN PROP.

One of

the Best Hotels

CuisiDe and
Table Service

.

lfSP

-

-

...

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

f

Consellor-at-La-

For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico
Las Vegas,

WASHINGTON AVENUE

&rh
Jfims-

and

Practice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
C. W. G. WARD

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

G. W. PRICHARD

Territorial District Attorney

Lflrge Sample
Room for Com-

Unexcelled

New Mexico

Attorney

the West

in

Catron Block.

Office in

specialty.
Santa Fe

Attorneys-at-La-

w

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
New Mexico
Las Cruces. WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS

Jesse

G.

Northcutt

C.

J. Roberts

Attorneys-at-La-

J.E.LACOME

j

Offices: Raton, N. M.. and Trinidad,.
Colorado.
H. M. DOUGHERTY

netor
Commodious

Sample Rcrm

Attorney-at-La-

Socorro

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

GEORGE
Attorney and

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

FAES8 THE BUTTON

....

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory. Office:

i

i

"WE 1)0

P

Lincoln County

X"lrst Cla.es

I2esta-u.raaa.-

RATES 50c and np
OPEN Day & Nipbt

t

laa.

-

New Mexico

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and TJ. S. Land
Offices.

-

Las Cruces

CORONADO

BARBER

Councellor-at-La-

EDWARD C. WADE

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

THE

D.

New Mexico.

Practices in the District and Suthe Territory.
preme Courts of
Prompt attention given to all business

THE REST,

HOTEL

-

New Mexico

W. A. FLEMING

(Jctt.xxecti.cxi.

G. LUPE

HERRERA Prop,
Santa Fe New Mexico- -

JONES
Bonds and Investments
TJ. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
Las Cruces
New Mexico-

....

-

H. R. PUTMAN
U. S.

First Class and Tioreittlly

.

HOTEL MODERN
CORNER

DON

GASPAR AND

Court Commissioner and

Conveyancer
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE

.Correspondents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered.
Texico

-

-

-

-

New Mexico

WATER STREET

Hot and Cold Water Spacious Sample Booms
In Every Room
For Commercial Travelers

Steam Heat
Electric Light,
Modern Batbs.

R. W. WITTMAN

Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
U. S. Surveyor General
Office.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico

....

JOHN K. STAUFFER .
Notary Public
- - Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company. V
'
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Clayton joins in the good roads
movement. The Clayton News an.
nounces that the projected road from
the county seat to the flourishing communities of the southern part of the
county, has realized into something
that looks like business and mighty
good business too. There is nothing
that helps every individual so much
as good roads. It i3 a wonder that
Nfw Mexico has done o long with
what are apologies for highways.
Road building is easy in the territory and climatic conditions are such
that the cost of maintaining good
roads is much less than elsewhere.

xew Mexico

trict Courts. Mining and. Land Law a

Whatever the nation mav think
about the domestic policies of Pregi.
dent Taf, ' th non . tii
i'vj.,. oov 'niLii 111111 in
njg forejrn course.
The foreign policy of the Taft ad-- 1
ministration so long as P. C. Knox is
secretary of state, will be to raise the
American flag over every American
citizen in whatever portion of the
globe he may be, and to keep it flying
even if the presence
of American
j
warships is required.
"The same protection to the Ameri-- '
can citizen as Great Britain extends
to her subjects," is the way Secretary
Knox puts it. This is another of his
expressions:
"I do not propose during my administration of the state department to
Natural resources awaiting develop- have it said that an American traveler
ment, coal, oil, lime and natural gas." abroad has had to seek protection
under the British or German flag."
President Taft and his premier are
B.
of
H.
the
Hening
Secretary
Bureau of Immigration has an oppor- in thorough accord on the subject.
tunity to locate a colony of 240
Swedes in New Mexico, but strange
Mining in New Mexico is bound
to say, a suitable place for them can soon to take an upward swing and
not be found. New Mexico in its ir- - then results will surprise some of the
rigated sections has not yet reached misanthropes.
the Mining
Says
the colonizing stage, where hundreds World:
of new settlers can be taken care of. "In view of the remarkable prog-a- t
the same time. It is likely that ress that has been made in mining in
the 240 prosperous Swedes seeking the United States in the last few
a home in the Southwest will have years, it has become apparent that
to split into six or eight colonies and the mining industry, though ever n
then, it will be difficult to settle tractive to the business man, has
together on farms under irrlga- - sumed proportions that entitle it to
tion systems. When the large irri- - more than a speculative interest,
or Though great strides have been made
gation enterprises now planned
under construction, are completed in mining and in the manufactnrp of
this will be different, but for the pres- mining macninery, it is but a foreent, colonies that want cheap and fer- runner of the marked advances that
tile lands in tracts large enough for bid fair to be accomplished in the
colonizing purposes will not find them next few years. To those conversant
under any existing irrigation systems with the situation the outlook is con- except it be perhaps, in the lower templated with the keenest apprecia- Pecos valley.

The Pennsylvania Dutch are invading New Mexico. Editor Kleinfelter
of the Obar Progress appears to be a
Pennsylvania Dutchman. The other
day H. E. Haney and wife and six
children landed at Obar from Strouds-burg- ,
Pennsylvania, with a carload
"over-ridinof household goods with the intention
of buying a farm. There are other
portions of New Mexico where the
Pennsylvania Dutch are gaining a
foothold, especially in Albuquerque,
Mayor Gaynor of New York, class- and even Santa Fe has its sprinkling
ifies politicians and clergymen in the of them. They are mighty good stuff
same category and both will swear when it comes to making progressive
that he is doing them a monstrous and industrious citizens and New
Mexico receives them with open arms.
wrong.

...

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

Attorneys-at-La-

;

NEW MEXICO
NO LYNCHINGS
As was feared, the statement of the
Denver Post that two lynching3 took
place in New Mexico during the past
year, is hurting the Territory very
much. As a matter of fact no lynch
ing has taken place in this common
wealth in the past decade and more
Paper after paper comes to the New
Mexican's exchange table, denouncing
the alleged savagery of the Territory.
Says the Pasadena, California, News
IN

A

PAUL A. F. WALTER

Practice in the Supreme and

five-roo-

j
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Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in ail market for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Libera!
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes lor reat. The patronage of the
puDiic is respecfully solicited.

e

"W. E. McLean, the taxidermist, is
demonstrating m a practical way
wnat can De done with some of the
desert land surrounding Sil- ver City, on his ranch a mile south of
town on the Burro Mountain road.
McLean has taken up a homestead of
160 acres adjoining the ridge road,
which he has improved by fencing it
in and erectins a neat
adobe house with a corral, sheds, etc.
Instead of sinking for water in the
concrete formation on which his land
is located, he went farther up the hill
toward Silver City to the point of
contact of the shale formation with
the granite dyke which runs across
the country at this point and there
drilled a six inch hole. At 190 feet
he struck a fine flow of water which
will pipe down to his ranch for
rigating purposes. Mr. McLean plant- ed several acres in sorghum the first
of August and raised a fine crop with-wa- s
out irrigation. In a few years his
ranch will be unite valuable as a
garden truck producer, and his suc-ty'- s
cess can be repeated on many
s
dred of acres surrounding Silver
City."

H

ATTORNEYS AT LAW..
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the Silver City

B. READ,

Capital Stock,
$150,000
Undivided
and
Profits, 75,000
Surplus

No one has as yet had the temerity
to suggest that dry farming will be
successful in Grant or Luna counties,
yet, lately evidence has accumulated
that dry farming is not out of ques- tinn nnd tlnnt Ti?ntA - o v - U n A fn i
s

J.

Cards

Professional

Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.

Wl$m,

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
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SIDEWALK CONSTRUCTION.
In Santa Fe the question lias arisen whether the city council and mayor have the right by ordinance to order the laying of sidewalks on particular street?, without observing the
formalities laid down by chapter 31,
Laws of 190?. which provides a method for making u.unieipai improve-
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HERE IS A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRiCE
FROM NOW
ON UNTIL

CHRISTMAS

"

BEST LINE OP GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA Plfi
Don't
i:

FaU
to
Call
and

Inspect

Excellent

Assortments of

Burned Leather Goods
Earned Wooden Placqnes
11 Kinds
of Drawn Work
Leatber Pillows Tops

Many

other
articles

that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

Sau Francisco St.

Proprietor
Santa Fe, N, M.

The New Mexrcaa Printing Company has on hand a large supply ot
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
Herewith are some T)argaink offered
by the New Mexican Printing" company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico. 1897. sheen
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, J5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws ot
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
full leather $3. Sheriffs Flexible
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25
two or more books, fl each. New
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Not.
3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each. CoiaisM-atio- n
Corporation LawB, 75c. ComDll- atlon Mining
50c.
Money'
mgc.st of New Mexico Reporto, full'
sheep, $C50; full List school blanks.
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THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN", SAXTA FE, X. M.
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UNITED STATES BAHK & TRUST
Santa Fe,

$50,001)'

Capital

Q.

FRANKLIN

CO

K. ,M.

G. FRANKLIN FLICK

W. S. DAVIS,

President

FLICK,

J. B. LAMY

Asst. r.ashle-- .

W. E. GRIFFIN.

W. S. DAVIS.
N. B. LAUGHLIN

Cashiei.

yesterday to visit

R. H. HANNA

ARE OVER STOCKED

and offer a few numbers at less than cost to ns.
&

Stripling, Borrows

440 acres, located in San Luis Valley, Rio Grande
County, Colorado. 11-- 2 miles from county seat town
of 1500 and growing rapidly; part of tract now under irrigation and plenty of water for whole tract.
Excellent grain country and especially adapted to
hog raising; will consider trade for good mercantile
business, or Santa Fe property.

O
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WATSON & COMPANY
New Mexico.

Real'Estate Agents, Santa Pe,

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M BERGERE.
nt9

F.

Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block

N. M.

STOCK IN EACH

verything in Hardware

Spiegelberg

Lump, nut and

ft

mine run coal

DELGADO Mgr.

NOW IS THE TIME
that-SUI-

for fall wear.

cle med, pressed and put in good shape

We
We

will do it
will caarge f

yhqT.'

s
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The Goldberg Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
PHONE

203

BLAOK

208

WEST PA LACK AVE

Watch
This

Space
THE CHAS. WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers

LET US bERVE YOU

CALL FOR PRICES

road.

S. Hubbell
of Albuquerque, is among the big po
litical chiefs who gathered in the
capital the past few days.
Coal Oil Inspector Malaquias Martinez and Squire Hartt went to Las
Vegas today and upon their return
will leave for Taos on Monday.
I. Keeping of Albuquerque, manager for the Continental Oil Company,
is in Santa Fe on business with Coal
Oil Inspector Malaquias Martinez.
Attorney Julius Staab who bad
been a guest at the home of his father, A. Staab on east Palace avenue,
returned to his home in the Duke
City.
The many friends of Mrs. M. H.
Patterson will be pleased to learn
that she is recovering from net recent illness and is again able to sit
up.
Miss Mollie Keas has returned to
Santa Fe after a visit in Salt Lake
City and Los Angeles and will spend
the winter with Mrs. C. A. Haynes
on Johnson street.
Sheriff Jesus Romero and Attorney
Modesto C. Ortiz returned this afternoon to their home at Albuquerque

BIG BARCAINS
IX

A new mile post is past
A new record has been made
A new page has been set and

MILLINERY
MISS A. MUGLER
Southeast Corner Plaza.

TWO HUNDRED MILLION
DOLLAR GAS DEAL.
To Be Piped from West Virginia to
New York, Philadelphia and
Other Seaboard Cities.

Huntington, West, Va., Jan. 7 A
deal which involves
approximately
$200,000,000 and by which New York
ers said to be backed by the Standard Oil Company, will control the entire gas output of West Virginia,
after attending last evening's recep- practically has been closed. The new
tion at the executive mansion.
deal involves the United Fuel Gas
disof
O.
Toombs
T.
Company of Pittsburg, the Columbia
Clayton,
Judge
trict attorney, attended the reception das Company, which supplies Cincin-- i
at the executive mansion last evening. nati, the Interstate Gas Company,
and
Today he is in attendance at the meet- tne Ohio Fuel Supply Company,
their
all
which
supof
draw
others,
ing of district attorneys.
from southern West Virginia. It
A. D. Goldenburg, a well known ply
to be the intention to pipe
is
said
merchant and public spirited citizen
to
New
York, Philadelphia and
gas
of Tucumcari, is in Santa Fe to consea
board
cities.
other
sult with Governor Curry and Superintendent of Public Instruction James
E. Clark on educational matters.
Mrs. W. H. Pope is expected to arrive from Georgia tomorrow to join
Judge Pope and both will remain here
for some time. Judge Pope is locat-- j
ed at the residence of John H. Walk-- !
er on Grant avenue.
D. J. Splane of Chicago, interested
in the construction of the irrigation
works on the Arroyo Hondo, is a visitor in Santa Fe and today drove out
to the Hondo, six miles south of town
in company wituh G. A. Flick and others. '
;',
Elmer E. Studley, district attorney
"Where prices are lowest
of Raton is registered at the Palace
hotel. Mr. Studley is a former memfor safe
ber of the' legislature and one of the
most prominent members of the New
Mexico bar. He is a graduate of CorOne Resolution to Make
nell University and came here after
meeting Chief Justic Mills in Buffalo
one night and hearing from his lips
of the wonderful country of opportuWhat other 1910 Resolu
nity that the chief Justice described
tionyoumay make

OUR INVENTORY SALES TO CLEAN VV MANY ODDS
AND ENDS, will start In few days.
Real bargains such as
we have never before attempted will surprise the most careful shoppers that have learned to watch our bargain

w.

GROCERS

counters.

N. T0WNSEND

&

CO.

THE RACKET STORE.

BARGA

S.KSOIE

H

maiDtairtd

In every department of our grcwirg business
thelaso year has worked wonders for
and growth.
Par and away it has been b'gger and better
thau our wildest dreams thought possible.
THERE MUST BE A REASON
We have you, the wife, the mother, the
father and the children as well as the girl to
thank.
We started rut to give ire pcp.'e of
Santa Fe something to talk about in modern
store making, We set the pace and the price
We marked our goods in plai Engli h
so that all may read and learn.

mm in

iiUF

Ladies and Gentlemen

Something for

Especially Reduced
Prices in Ladies

HATS

DONT FAIL
TO SEE OUR COMPLETE STOCK OF
FANCY GOODS, NOVELTIES AND
OTHER ARTICLES.

palitj"

Phone Red 100

P.

Glassware and Queensware
ROOFING, SPOUTING
SPORTING GOODS
GUNS, AMMUNITION

.'--

Y RD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100
TOM AS

BEDS and SPRINGS

PUMPS and WIND MILLS
CAMP EQUIPMENT
PAINTS, ALL COLORS
AJLA8 ASTINE, Kilsomine
WALL PAPER, GLASS

& Co.

LU M BER & COAL YAR D
Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

FURNITURE, Mattresses
HARNESS aud SADDLERY
WAGONS andBUGGlES
FARMING IMPLEMENTS
MINERS' SUPPLIES

FURNITURE
STOVES and RANGES
KNIVES AMD CUTLERY
PIPE and FITTINGS
SANITARY PLUMBING

I

EUGENIO ROMERO

To have

A AtOST COMPLETE

evening's train.
District Attorney Frank J. Wright
of Silver City, is in attendance at the
convention of district attorneys.
J. B. Howard after spending two
weeks in Santa Fe has returned to
his home at Moriarty, Torrance

n

s tat e

O Si

the House.

Former Sheriff Thomas

?5r

Company

You Furnish the Girl! We Furnish

L. R. Wade of Carrizozo, woh is reg
istered at the Palace hotel is here to
take an examination for admission to
the bar.
Good Roads Engineer J. D. Meri
wether left this afternoon for Silver
City to take up the work on the Silver

See our show window for
bargains in these goods
WTE

I

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO,

District Attorney Charles W. G.
Ward will return to Las Vegas on this

SYRINGES

FOUNTAIN

BOHLES

A. F.

who is very ill.

FREDERICK MULLER

HOT WATER

nrncntm

Mrs. John R. McFie was confined
to her home yesterday by indisposition.
Attorney A. C. Voorhees of Raton,
is a visitor in Santa Fe on legal business.
Chief Justice William J. Mills returned home to Las Vegas this forenoon.
Thomas DuBois of Corona, Lincoln
county, is in Santa Fe on a business
visit.
District Attorney J. E. Griffith .left
on this afternoon's train for his home
at Socorro.
Auditor E. R. Paul of the Xew Mexico Central railroad spent yesterday
in Albuquerque.
Carl A. Bishop was in Las Vegas

DIRECTORS
OFFICERS

i tin

Hon. Charles A. Spicss returned to
Las Vegas this forenoon.
j
Governor Curry is confined to the
executive mansion with illness.
Rev. Samuel Blair and R. S. Ecles,
:Jr., are in Santa Fe from

We appreciate the confidence imposed in tuis
baukby our customers during the past year. We
desire to show our appreciation by giving to you
the best service possible'at all times.
We wish yru a prosperous 1910 aud hope to merit

a continuance of your patronage.
pleased to serve you.

cnniil

PAG

Mr. Studley is only
so eloquently.
one of the many New Yorkers who arrived at the correct conclusion that
the west or great southwest is the
country to get health, wealth and

'

trade at

Van-Hor-

d0 Sod-- "

.I- ,-

now (that you will
KAUNE & CO. the

Catron Block.

Phone Black 78

coming year. It is a resolution In your own Interest, for

happiness.
Hon. D. C. Winters of Las Vegas, a
former member of the legislature, a
well known business man and
writes the New Mexican
from the Meadow city: ."I wish to
compliment the New Mexican Printing Company on their New Year's
edition; typographically it is a work
it should do
of art, and as a write-up- ,
Santa Fe a world of good. The credit
is due to every one connected with
the edition. It is simply great in
every detail."
Captain Fred Fornoff of the mounted police, called it the finest news
paper edition he had ever seen in New
Mexico and he has been in New Mex-- t
ico many years. Inspector E. E.
chimed in: "It can't be beat,;
try to save me some copies. I want
to send them where I know they will

Resolve

La Moda Millinery

It means

the best possible
table supplies at lowest possible prices.
.

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
J
'
Room

Think it

;

&

Oo,

the

over-is- n't

KAUNE

Catron Block, Santa Fe, N.

Does a general ABSTRACT

logical store for you

to patronize through

(INCORPORATED)

19

$20,000.00

1910.

,

M.

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business

to

loan on Santa Fe Real Estate

at low rate of interest

:

:

H.S. KAUNE
& COMPANY

rinnT ni inn
rltlDl

ULADiJ

HICK SERVICE

PHONE 20

satisfaction a ssurkd
CORRICK'S HACK LINE ToSIok." Pro

PKX

Buggies and Saddle Horses

THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAX, SANTA FE,

Si, Louis Rocky

Pacific

Th e ewing Light

Mt. &

ThJd& Lamp

Comoany.

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
No

1,

uAtLY

Miles From
l)e Moines

00
10
10 36
10 60
11 06
11 20

a.
a.
a,
a.
a.
a.
a.

26
Bi

1'2

p.

U

i

i1 il i
20

t2 45 p.
30 p.
8 50 p.
4 15 p.
4 45 p
4 55 p.
6 60 p.
5 15 p,
6 35 p.
7 08 p.
.. 10 p.
7. 23 p.
7. 45 p.
j

hv.
les Molnws,
" Humaldo.
" Dedmac;
" Oapullu
" Vigil
' , Thompson
Cunningham

42
48

N

!

M.

"
"
"

Arr,

86
69
94

& S. W.

6 16
4 56
4 36

n

"
"

p,
p.
p.
p.

Lv.

Lv,

12 05

Lv.

811 40 ck,
11 06
11 16
UO 15
9 43
9 26
7 50
7 40
7 25
7 00

47

Lv

m'
m
m'.

low-pric-

ni-

18

28
20
88
41

A.rr.

proved central draft burner.
The Rayo is a
lamp,
but you cannot get a better lamp at
any price.
Once a Rayo vser, always one

m.
m

4 25 p.
8 66 p. m-p3 30
m
2 56 p. m1
2 80 P m
12 26 p. m-p- .

24
18

M

Ullrton House Janctlcn

Connects with E. P.

6 SO

46
82

"

RATON N

M., 6:15 p. m.

49
88

Koehler
Koehler J not.;
Uolfax
J"
"
Oerro8oso
Arr
N.
OIMARRON
M.
Lv.
N. M.
Nasb i..
Harlan
"
Ute fart

88

daily:

29

Preston

68
68
68
77

Lv.

makes the long evening brilliant with
its steady white light for sewing or
reading. Made of brass, nickel plated
and equipped with the latest im-

No 21

Raton

OUfton House Janctlcn

Arr.
Lv.

49

i

Miles From

STATIONS,

0
4
11
18
20

K M.

60
68
69

a.

m--

m
m-am-a-

.
.

If Not At Yours, Write for
Every Dealer Everywhere.
inscriptive Circular to the Nearest Agency of the

m-m-am-a-

ed

.
.

CONTINENTAL
(

in.
a. m.
a. va.

Oil

COMPANY

Incorporated)

Ry.. train Xo. 124 arriving in Dawson X.

geles for the meet are going to be
more than surprised at the number of
different ships of the air that will be
Palace.
displayed, and more so at the "stunts"
L. R. Wade, Carrizozo; A. D.
that some of them will do. The readTucumcari; I. Keeping, Albu ing the American people have done
querque; C. W. G. Ward, Las Vegas; has really given them but a superficial
A. C. McElwain, St.
Louis; E. J. knowledge of the progress that has
Evans, Chicago; R. S. Eckles, Jr., been made in aeronautics and aviaSamuel Blair, Albuquerque;
A. G.
tion, according to what the aviators alTowles, Clayton; District Attorney Elin Los Angeles say, and the
mer E. Studley, Raton; C. E. Sween- ready
actual demonstrations at Los Angeles
ey, Buffalo; F. Butler, Denver; T. F.
are going to afford the people the first
Ryan, Muscotah, Kans.; B. M. Black-wel- l,
to learn the extent of the
Taos; G. L. Blackwell, San opportunity
science.
Francisco; W. E. Smith, La Veta; T.
P. J. DEDMrYrV
The Los Angeles meeting is to be
J. van HOUTEN;
W. A. GORHAN,
P. Kabut, Denver; Thomas J. Bolger,
different from anything in the
quite
V.
TucumcaCharles
ores.
Whedon,
Chicago;
and 3en Mgr. Gen Pass Agent
Superintendent
way of an exhibition of aircraft that
D. J. Splane, Chicago.
ri;
N
IN
MM.
RATON,
RATON. N.
RATI N,
M.
has ever .been attempted. Whereas
Modern.
H. W. Moore, New York City; J. the European meets have been merely
between aviators in
H. English, Estancia; J. A. Dye, W. competitions
S. Garvin, Albuquerque; Mr. and Mrs. tests for distance flights, high flights,
and flights for speed and duration, the
C. C. Travis, Albuquerque.
Los Angeles meet will go much furthClaire.
C. W. Ward, George D. Curley, Las er than this in that it will have every
Vegas; A. C. Vorhees, Raton; Frank type of aircraft yet invented, that has
J. Wright, Silver City; H. W. Will- shown any element of success, and
iams, Clovis; T. S. Hubbell, Albuquer- will afford the first opportunity for
OF-que; Sheriff Jesus Romero, Albuquer- the great aviators to get together and
que; T. M. Du Bois, Corona; J. A. not only discuss among themselves
Martin, Albuquerque; L. G. Shenks, the many advantages and disadvantSt Louis; W. F. Moore, Mrs. E. P. ages of all the various inventions, but
Jacques, and Miss Jacques, Galena; to see them all together on one field.
W. H. Bahret, Kansas City; D. H. The value of this to the men who
Kunster, G. M. Waters, Denver.
are making aviation history now canCoronado.
not be over estimated.
Leon Weller, Albuquerque; R. L.
Coming from the various cities of
Moore, Basin, Wy.; B. H. Calins, Al- the Pacific coast are more
than a
buquerque; William C. Hover,
dozen airships that have never been
seen by the public anywhere, and that
have scarcely been thoroughly tested
OFFERS TO DO IMPOSSIBLE
by their inventors, and yet there is
FEATS IN THE AIR. the
possibility in every one of them
that
they may outfly any of the maPreparation for Aviation Week in chines that the
aviators
Los Anrjeles Promse an Epoch
have flown in during the past year.
Making Aeronautical Events.
The "cross channel" machine of M.
Bleriot was an unknown quantity unLos Angeles, Cal., Jan. 7. Preparatil he startled the world by flying
tions for Aviation Week in this city over the
English channel in it. Some
have proceeded to the stage where of
new ones are built along lines
the
all the wild-eye- d
euthusiasts in the that are close to the principles of the
Tickets on Sale January 6, 7, 8. 9 and 10
aviation and aeronautical world, as established
types, and some are radiReturn Limit January 17, 1910.
well as the absolute cranks, believe
cal departures from any of them.
that it is their turn to get into the
For further Information Call on or Write
Surely out of all these will come some
game and demonstrate what they can advanced ideas of
great value to the
W.
&
D.
T.
F.
P.
H.
or
A.
SHEA,
McBRIDE,
Agent,
J,
do, or, rather, what they think they
world.
aeronautical
can do. The mail that comes to the
SANTA FE.N.M.
Rapid progress is being made at
desk of Dick Ferris, chairman of the
committee of events, every day, is present on the "Aviation Camp" field
filled with offers from these people to at Dominguez. This will be the most
do all sorts of impossible feats in the perfect aviation field ever built, and
Ornamental Doors.
air during the meet, and some of these when there is added to this the almost
V
perfect conditions that will prevail in
offers are postively humorous.
Troutraan
ifma
California in January, when
southern
The Portland man who has offered
to fly in his new airship from Port- the meet is to be held, it is no wonder
Oil Heaters
land to Los Angeles in a continuous that the railroad people are makiitg
to handle, at least two
for Orchard
flight, and to charge nothing for his arrangements
hundred
thousand
visitors in and out
appearance at the meet if he fails to
Los
of
the progress
Angeles
during
accomplish the feat, is discounted by
These Pots
the majority of the others who pre- of the affair.
;
sent all sorts of impossible stunts
Insure you a
FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS.
that they want to pull off. But, as a
At
these Springs you can get a new
general thing, most of them have not
full fruit crop
v V c
lit,1, f
started to build their wonderful air- lease of life perfect rest health
ships yet, and only have the plans for and beneficial recreation. Here are
them
in their hands, and what Mr. the famous curative waters unsuriigaKvSHiJ.my
Recommended and used' b the
Ferris to advance the money neces- passed for the treatment of rheumabest fruit Krowers in Peecs
tism, kidney, liver and stomach disand t hroughout Colorado
Valley
sary to build the machine before they orders.
These waters possess medi
are made to perfection from our For Information and Prices on
can come to Los Angeles in them. And
Lumber) because the wood is potsiaud orchard supplies
as the lists of competitors are quite cinal properties unequaled even by
the most noted health resorts "across
perfect in every particular ard
complete now, Mr. Ferris is turning the
POLLARD
C.
ADDRKSS
of
L
pond."
free from every imperfection
down the offers of all of these as fast
Then you can ""joy your favorite
and
cracks
warpings.
as they come in. He does not care
knots,
Espanola, N. M.
horse back Tiding, driving,:
to give financial aid to the man who pastime
Every foot of it is thoroughly
or if you like, just:
billiards,
hunting,
so
and
shrunk,
wants to build an airship two thouseasoned, dried
The
hotel accommoda-- ;
plain
loafing.
sand feet long that can carry twelve tions are ideal. A few weeks at this
it can be absolutely relied upon
people, and stay up in the air for a "home of health" will add many
by carpenters and buUders, and
archiweek, and travel seventy miles an years to your life. It is situated in
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
hour with perfect safety and ease.
hereabouts
southwestern New Mexico, 60 day
tects
particularly
Leaving out of the reckoning all of round trip tickets on the Santa Fe
&
mention our Lumber in their
these, however,, and it is safe to say route. Address T. C. McDermott,
pjcitications.
that the people who come to Los An Faywood, N. M.
Telephone No 148 Red
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train Xo. 123 leaving Dawson, X. M.,
8.55 a. m.
Stage for Van Houten, X. M., meets trains at Preston, X. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart, from Des Moines as follows:
XORTH BOUND:
SOUTH BOUND:
No. 1, 6: 03 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
S., at Des Moines, E. P. & S. W. at Colfax; N. M., and Cimarron &
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
Kayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
lile Park, N. M., is depot for following points in Xew Mexico: Arroyo
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown, Lobo,
Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
--

HOTELjVRMVALS

Golii-enber-

DENVER & RIO GRANDE II
OFFER RATE

'

d

For Trip

SANTA FE to

DENVER COLO,

i

well-know- n

and Return, Account
National Live Stock Show

-

If

II

WW,
-

FRESH EGGS

CREAM

Charles W. Dudrow

MILK

MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.

D. M. HOOVER & SON WOODY'S HACK LINE
Builders and Contractors

Prom
PLANS & ESTIMATES
BARRANCA
TO TAOS
Furnished on short notice
Meets Both North
South
(JEMENTWORK a SPECIALTY

Bounds Trains.

SPANISH LESSONS
Individual or Class Lessons
IN GRAMMAR

RAYMOND

HAACKE

Care New Mexican
NOTARY PUBLTC
If you want anything

on

a New Mexican Want Ad.

earth try

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrles at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Good convenient hack and
way.
good

teams.
Tl-.i'ii-

d.cn.a to

Sanger Comforta.'blo.

FARE

ai2ca

Feis

$5.00

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try
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she stood rather well the shock of tne
FREIGHT CONGESTION
IN ALBUQUERQUE YARDS. news that her daughter had not been
married at least in the sense of culBelated Passenger and Freight Trains tured people.
The other characters
in the play were good and assisted
Kept Railroad Employes on the
Jump all of Yesterday.
jin making the entire production a
great success, even though the business of the actor moved a trifle slowly
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 7. It was
a pretty wintery day in Albuquerque in the last act.
The scenery was most attractive
yesterday, but the Santa Fe employes
at both the lower and upper yards and the familiar Indian blanket and
were kept on such a continuous jump the basket work appealed to the audiwhich knew so well the Indian
that they didn't have time to get cold. ence
life across the divide.
From day light yesterday morning unWilliam Vaughn Moody, who wrote
til late last night the yards from the
Great Divide" has
"The
the
Santa Fe station to the Abajo yard of- west a distinct service andrendered
a few more
fice looked pretty much like a genlike this one will perhaps tutor
eral terminus in Chicago on a windy plays
eastern people of culture. It will
the
day. In the upper yards there were help them to realize that, after
all,
passenger trains balore, coming and the western man has a good heart
going, and in the lower yards and and in fact all of the qualities that
about the freight depot there were go to make the true American
even
miles of box cars. Some of the box if he can not
make a bow
perhaps
cars had red halls signs and some of in the ball room with the grace of a
them didn't. Car clerks were kept Count Boni de Castellane.
busy sorting way bills for local freight
cars and clerks in the freight office BASKET BALL SEEMS
from Chief Clerk Hays down were
POPULAR IN DUKE CITY.
kept busy explaining to local merchants and shippers just when their
Albuquerque, N. M. Jan. 7. Lovers
incoming shipments would, be, "spotof basket ball are looking forward
ted."
It was indeed a strenuous day yes- with much interest to the game of
terday, caused for the most part by basket ball to be played between the
the opening up of traffic on the Santa Albuquerque high school team and
at 9
Fe coast lines, which has been at a the Occidentals, commencing
standstill for several days back as the o'clock tomorrow night. Both teams
result of washouts between Williams are as yet undefeated this year and
have played a number of games. The
and Needles.
A big bunch of freight trains, bear- high school boys have taken falls out
Indian school
ing both local and east bound freight of the Albuquerque
cars, caused lots of work in the lower team, the Las Vegas high school and
yards and a half dozen goats, were other aggregations of much merit.
kept busy all day butting things The Occidentals have played rings
around down there in an effort to around the Las Vegas Orientals, the
shove loval cars to the n
freight University of New Mexico and the
station and also to line up through Santa Fe Guards. In view of the
freight cars for continuance on their victories achieved by both teams, it is
way.
expected that quite a fancy and at
A half dozen
passenger the same time strenuous contest will
trains arrived from the west between result tomorrow night. The game will
10 o'clock
yesterday morning and two not start until 9 o'clock in order to
o'clock in the afternoon. The Number permit clerks and others who work
2's which left Los Angeles on Janu- late Saturday evenings, to attend the
ary 3 and 4, and two Xo. 4's and two game. A dance will follow the
No. 8's, also leaving Los Angeles on
the 3rd and 4th, arrived one after the
other. Some of the trains were doub
Notice for Publication.
led up here and sent on east consoli- Pecos Forest Reserve, Not Coal Land
dated. No. 4 last night did not arrive
(Serial 06732.) "
until 12 o'clock midnight and No. 8 Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office.
did not wander in until 12:25.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 4, 1910.
The trains arriving from the east
Notice is hereby given that Lucre-ci- o
were also behind schedule last night,
Roibal of Pecos, N. M., who, on
delayed because of the snow and blizJanuary 3, 1905, made homestead enzards east of La Junta.
try (serial 06732) No. 8202, for northwest quarter, section 18, township 17
THE FIRST NIGHTER.
M. P. Meridinorth, range 12 east,
an, has filed notice of intention to
(A column set aside for the Elks' make final five year proof, to estabTheater and criticism of performance? lish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receivthereat.)
er, TJ. S. land office, at Santa Fe, N.
M., on the 24th day of February, 1910.
Plays and Players.
Claimant names as witnesses:
All Santa Fe saw "The Great DiMiguel Lamy, Dionicio
Sandoval,
vide" at the Elks theater last night
Atanacio Gallegos, Pedro Roibal, all
and it is perhaps no exaggeration to
of Pecos, N. M.,
add that there is no division of opinMANUEL R. OTERO,
ion about one of the morals that
Register.
this great, long awaited, American
play teaches. What is that moral?
The seals and record took for noSimply, that the western man of totaries
public for sale by the New
or
of yesterday for that matter,
day,
has a sense of right, a sense of jus- Mexican Printing Company at very
tice that eastern "people of culture" reasonable rates. Seals for incorporwell groomed and well tutored and ated companies are also handled. Call
perhaps splendidly mainicured, little at or address the New Mexican Print-liij- ?
Company. Santa Fe. New Mexico.
dream possible.
east-boun-

d

l.

The play is a psychological study,
it is true, and it would take a Titch-ene- r
or a Van Muensterberg or some
other great psychologist to explain
the workings of the mind of a Ruth
Jordan who, carried off by a drunken
westerner of powerful ohvsiaue and
fascinating eyes, keeps her family in
ignorance of her whereabouts, stune
as she is by the consciousness
that
her marriage was performed by a
tipsy justice of the peace. In this
difficult role Miss Ida Brooks displayed- the ability of a high class actress, and her voice was so modulated
to bring out the agonizing
scruples
that tortured her mind.
It was hard to keep from tears-s- uch
was the picture she presented.
Edgar Jones played the role of the
westerner who was on the other side
of "The Great Divide."
Mr. Jones
filled the role satisfactorily and if he
did not choke the young eastern college "sport," brother of his wife,
when he led her away from his home
in the Cordilleras, it was because he
had a sense of propriety that was natural to him when he was not in his
cups. The big western heart, in
eclipse in the first act looms up
brighter as the play wore on and finally it won, hy its splendor, even Ruth
Jordan, who had suffered so much on
account of a mere man.
As Polly Jordan, Miss Eleanor
Parker was a winning eastern ' girl
who at once was smitten with t.he
manliness of the western man and
proceeded to squelch his enemies
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SOCIETIES.
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Montezuma
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communications
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month a

at
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Masonic hal!

. Hi.

F. P. CHRICHTON,
Worshipful Master.
ALAN R. McCORD,
Secretary.

i

'iffy s

ARTHUR

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
R. A. M.
Regular con- vocation second Monday of
eacn month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P
SELIGMAN, Secretary,.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at

r.ai) p. m.

J.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

A. MASSIE, E. C.

Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfpptinn t
14th degree. Ancient and
Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free
Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the
evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor(uniiiiiuimuuuE ii mum
uiinmnui!in!!iniiiiiiin!iHHiimiinunini!iiiiiH'i!ii!iiHMuMiiiiiiii!ii!ii
dially invited to attend.
whenever the opportunity presented
Ik
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
itself
Her declaration, however,
Venerable Master.
that all men are brutes and that she HENRY F.
STEPHENS, 32.
did not know why she married her
Secretary.
husband, was simply another of those
of
feminine reason
"masterpieces"
B. P. O. E.
which drive men to sit up late at
Santa Fe Lodge No. 4n n
w
night smoking cigars to divine their
meaning, and which make even a holds its regular session on the sec
gentle Robert Louis Stevenson de- ond and fourth Wednesday of each
clare that he had given up all hopes month. Visiting brothers am Invltfirl
Do not neglect Catarrhal sore throat. It will never
of trying to find out how to please and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP,
get Dettur ot itself. Unless treated in time it beJ. D. SENA,
a woman.
Exalted Ruler.
comes chronic, leads to loss of voice, foul breath
As the college bred easterner or
and serious comnliratinna
Secretary.
Kondon's (in sanitary tubes) gives quick re
rather New Englander, A. Willard
bit of this aromatic, soothing,
A lief. Snuff a well
Grass
displayed the expected frigidity
healing Jelly
into the nasal passages.
Knights of Pythias.
of the New England coast and a full
lane a smaii portion Internally, leaving in
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yuur aruggisi or senu penny postal to us
VisitSt.
for free sample.
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Jordan, ing Knight's Invited to attend.
Kondon Mfg. Co., Mlnneaoolls. Minn.
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE.
law of the survival of the fittest, or
FEEBLE OLD PEOPLE
to
the policy of the Indian office of
PASSING OF
numFrom
(Continued
Page Three.)
'the greatest good to the greatest
ber.' "
Mr. Porter continued to show with I earnestly urge that
they be enacted
RED
what pains the office of Indian af- into laws.
Cottages for rent. Phone 1S3 Red
G.
Valentiene,
fairs, headed by Robert
Federal
Laws,
Incorporawho was designated commissioner by
tion.
FOR RKXT OR SALE A sued typefrom the ranks, weighs evpromotion
He Still Hankers After the
writer. J. B. Sloan.
There has been a marked tendency
ery proposition which effects the wel- in business in
40
this
for
country
Life in Tepee and Camps
fare of the Indian.
WANTED A good cook, must have
years last past toward combination of
Nation Awakened.
in the Wilds
references.
Captain Brookes.
He ran over in some detail the long capital and plant in manufacture,
and inglorious record of the Indian of- sale and transportation. The ' moving
contains the elements necessary to nourish every tissue and
when the causes have been several.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
HOUSES fice under poltical control,
EAGERLY
with strength. Should it fail to do so in any
weakness
replace
held
it
has
First
of
old
the
rendered
Apply 40G
Indian agent
style
possible
for light housekeeiiiut
case we refund the money paid us for the medicine used. Please try it.
San Francisco street.
sway. The latter was the man who great economy; second, it has reducactually administered the policy de- ed the probability of excessive comStripling Burrows & Co., Druggists, Santa Fe.
Chief Porter of Indian Service termined
in Washington, and often he petition and third, if the combination
which is necessary to the economic
Describes Conditions Under
had no other recommendation to his has been extensive enough the com- development of trade.
There ;ire those who doubt the
tremendous responsibility than his biners have secured a monopoly and
Irrigation Projects.
of such federal incora
or
to
ward
district'
control
of
service
prices,
complete
personal
the statute applies to all restraints uniformity of decision essential to
The
regulation of interboss.
poration.
busThe
polital
a
in
the
of
increase
capital
and does not intend to leave to the just judgment.
"There is something pathetic in the
commerce is cerand
state
He then traced the origin and
foreign
for the nnrnnse f rnrliirinsr the court the discretion
Violations of the Law.
to determine
in the fullest measconferred
tainly
avidity with which the Indian greets growth of the nation's awakening to cost of production has become essen- what is a reasonable restraint of
In considering violations of the ure
upon Congress and if for the purthe opportunity for a return to the its responsibility to its
tial in modern progress as the change tra;'.e. The expression "restraint of
law, we must not forget
in the moM thorough
reof
a
pose
He
drew
next
that
when
wards.
and
very
abused
condition
from the hand tool to the machine.
primeval
trade" comes from the common law that the law makes unlawful, methodr manner securing
of regulation, Con
kind
that
to
all
knell
"eduturn presages the final
striking picture of the broader
we come to con- and at common law there were cer- of carrying on business, which, before
When
therefore
u may pruwuc
tliai.
snail
insisi
its passage, were regarded as evi- gress
things primeval. This is evinced in cational" policy under Mr. Valentine's strue the object of Congress in adopt- tain covenants incidental to the
to
certain
agencies
and
authorize
land
Mr.
closed
Porter
commiss'onership.
t
out. of a main or principal con- dence of business sagacity and sucthe various projects for irrigating
ing the socalled "Sherman
would
it
on
commerce,
that
carry
throughout California, and all of the his discussion with the following:
act" in lsoo we must infer that the tract which were said to be cove- cess and that they were denounced in
to be within its power.
"Time was, not so very long ago, evil aimed at was not the mere big- nants in partial restraint of trade this act. not because of their intrins- seem
regions of the west. The programme
Even
those, who are willing to coii-- !
ic mortality but because of the dan- cede that
Is strikingly similar on all irrigation either, when the education of the In- ness of the enterprise but the ag- and were held to be pnforcible
the supreme court may
"reasonable" adapted to the gerous results toward which 1hey sustain such
projects. The Indian office the branch dian was confined to such tutoring as gregation of capital and plants with
federal
incorporation
charged the teacher in the day or boarding the express or implied intent to re- performance of the main or principal tended. In dealing with the men wIvj 'are inclined to
of the federal government
it on the
oppose
decides
conditioned
y
have used the methods
school could convey to his immature strain interstate
com- - contract.
or foreign
with the Indian's welfare
enlarge-- ;
to
the
to
its
tendency
ground
the statute we may well facilitate a ment of the federal power at the ex-- !
that a siven band or tribe is sumcient- - pupils. This day has passed. Xow merce or to monopolize it in whole
Restraints of Trae.
them in the method of dolvJ inrnlated with modern ideas t0 every cook, laundress, farmer, mill or in part.
of the power of the states.
A close examination of the later change by
business
and enable them to press
ing
warrant a special effort to convert hand, ditch digger, engineer, mason,
a
is
sufficient, answer to this ar-- i
It
Monopoly destroys competition ut- decisions of the court, shows quite
it back into the zone of lawfulcitizens of and superintendent, in fact, every perbring
them into
to
say that no other method
gument
terly and the restraint of the full and clearly in cases presenting the exact
the United States. Orders are issuer1 son employed on the Indian reserva- free operation of competition has a question that such incidental re- ness without losing to the country can lie suggested which otters teuer- oi
to W. H. Code .chief engineer of the tion, is impressed with the idea of be- tendency to restrain commerce and straints of trade are held not to be uie economy
al protection on the one hand and
cost
the
of
which
production has been close federal
due
in
and
a
Bumiller
teacher.
building,
Indian
'
ing
trade. A mere incidental restraint of within the law and are excluded by
supervision on the othour
foreign er of those
"With the large and noble concep- - trade and competition is not within the general statement that to be materially lessened,
time an irrigation engineer appears on
great, organizations that
as wide as the country and are
the Indian reservation. A competent tion of his duties, in the mind of each the inhibition of the Sherman act but j within the statute, the effect upon the trade greatly increased.
are
enact-- :
I therefore recommend the
or con- trade of the restraint, must be direct
corps, of white employes is obtained of the 6,500 employes in the Indian it is where the combination
entirely unlimited in their business
law
a
of
ment
emgeneral
to
is
by
race
Congress
is
this
necessarv
it
that
state lines.
service,
strange
and then it becomes
spiracy or contract is inevitably and and not merely incidental or indirect.
formation of cor-- ' by
that the worst ofThe
directly a substantial restraint of xae necessity therefore for an amend- providing tofor the
ploy Indian labor in the construction fast becoming
engage in trade and fenders objection,
and capable of future great competition and so a restraint of ment of the statute so as to exclude porations
will not accept federal incorof an irrigation ditch on in the sinkness :
trade that the statute is violated. It these incidental and beneficial cove- commerce among the states and with poration is easily answered. The deing sf wells."
is possible those manufacturing and nants in restraint of trade, held
in foreign nations protecting them from crees of injunction recently adopted
The foregoing is a brief outline of
undue interference by the states and in
t
B.
common
ELECTED
A.
useful
of
McGAFFEY
articles
merchandise
dees
law
be
,to
selling
reasonable,
prosecutions under the
what has become a common incident
regulating their activities so as to- law are so thorough and sweeping
not
as
so
not
conduct
business
COMPANY.
exist.
to
TIE
their
OF
PRESIDENT
as
yestergiven
in the Indian service,
the recurrence under nation- that the
to violate the Inhibitions of the antiThe statute has been on the stat prevent
corporations, affected by
of those abuses which
day by W. R. R. Porter, chief of the
al
auspices
themto
and
trust
secure
law
have
yet
but three alternatives bethem
Fe
Santa
the
of
Rumor
That
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Denies
the
now
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ute
decades
and
the
books
for
section
administration
have arisen under state control. Such fore them.
benefits
economies
selves
of
the
the
of
Had
Railroad Company
Bought
the supreme court in more than a a law should provide for the issue of
Indian affairs. He drew a picture
of management and of production due
Out the Santa Barbara
dozen opinions has construed it in stock of such corporations to an
First, they must resolve themselves
the passins of the red men last week
conto the concentration under one
Concern.
to various subject matter. amount equal only to the cash paid in into their component parts in the difapplication
when he met to consult with various
trol of large capital and many plants.
a consequent loss
The value of a statute which is ren- on the stock; and if the stock is j ferent states with
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 7. That If they use no other inducement than
irrigation engineers under the direcand effective
of
themselves
to
capital
tion of Chief Engineer Code.
the rumor which was in general circu- the constant low price of their prod- dered more and more certain in its sued for property, then at a fair valuorganization.
and
of
a
decisions
series of
lation on the streets yesterday that uce and its good quality to attract meaning by
ation, ascertained under approval
The Final Call.
Second, in defiance of law and unMr. Porter drew a picture to illus- the Santa Fe Railroad Company had custom and their business is a profit- the supreme court furnishes a strong supervision of federal authority. It
atmust
trust
some
secret
reason
as
act
the
der
they
for
the
it is, should subject
real and personal
leaving
trate what he terms "The Finjl Call secured control of the Santa Barbara able one, they violate no law. If their
evproperty only of such corporations to temnt to continue their business in
of the Wild." His remarks ve?3 as Tie and Pole Company holdings in actual competitors are small in com- to accomplish its useful purpose
and
New Mexico, was denied yesterday parison, with the total capacity in en though it were being newly en- the same taxation as is imposed by violation of the federal statute
fellows:
sit- thus incur the penalties of contempt
be
to
as
useful
which
the
acted
within
states
it
the
may
suggestions
B.
A.
McGaffey, recently vested, the prospect of investments
"You may not apprehend readily afternoon by
uated upon other similar property lo- - and bring on an inevitable criminal
of capital by others in such a profit- change of phrase might be made,
where pathos enters into a project elected president of the latter
is the duty and the purpose of cated therein and it should require prosecution or,
It
able business is sufficiently near and
which has for its aim the complete
to file full and
Third, they must reorganize and
"The story is without foundation," potential to restrain them in the the executive to direct investigation such corporations
'
civilization of the Indian. To do so
of
their
of
the
operations
by
justice,
reports
department
through
complete
which
sell
their prod
accept in good faith the federal charsaid Mr. McGaffey when asked yester prices at
they
you must understand the Indian charthe grand jury or otherwise into the with the department of commerce and ter, I suggest.
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ucts.
a
if
rumors.
But
of
the
a
for
verification
attempt
by
they
acter, and I would like to remark pa- day
and purposes of labor at regular intervals.
law, urged
A federal compulsory
A meetins of the stockholders and of their preponderating capacity and UfTJ- organization
renthetically no man has, any busiicti
ail
lhc
witii ic- luuusu
under this as a substitute for a federal incorporauumpaiiieo
organized
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sale
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of
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goods
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board
directors
ness in the Indian service who does
to drive out oJ spect to which there is any reason- act should be prohibited from ac-- tion law is unnecessary except to
in at unduely low
able
for
that
r.ot both know and love the Indian bara company was recently held ex- business their prices
they
suspicion
ground
quiring and holding stock in other reach that kind of corporation which
competitors or if they have been
Chicago, at which considerable
in violation of corporations (except for special rea- will take
character.
organized,
exclusive
contracts
with
advantage voluntarily of any
of stock was made and large attempt by
law. But. such an in- sons upon approval by the proper
the
"The digging of an irrigation '.'.u:'ii change
and threats of
their
law, while the other
corporation
patrons
New
in
tracts
of
timber
and possible prosecution federal authorities.)
vestigation
or the sinking of a well means that all purchases
or
contracts
such
state
doing an interstate
corporations
upon
except
Mexico were approved.
of corporations whose prosperity or
If the prohibition of the
of the Indians of the contiguous terdo not need the supervision
methods
of
similar
a
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in
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for
outlined
"Plans were
destruction affects the comfort not
or tne regulation of a federal license
ritory are given employment on the crease in our tie output and enlarge to use the largeness of their resour- only of stockholders but of millions act aganist combinations in restraint
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To the Indian this does not mian so
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necessarily
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of
Tne attorney general at my sugges-o- f
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with
tend to disturb the confidence of the
company will still
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off competition,
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business community to dry up the a legitimate business throughout the Din
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embodying the views I have
the house which the government has
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certain
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a
States. The conflicting laws tempeted to set forth and it will b
and to establish a monopoly and viobuilt for him. Perhaps he has built
its places of hoarding and produce a of the different states of the union
late the act.
tne disposition of the appropriate
home for himself, under pressure change."
halt in our present prosperity that with respect to foreign corporations at
now president ?f
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Mr.
McGaffey
committee of Congress.
Object of the Law.
from the government, and is apparentwill cause suffering and strained cir- make it difficult, if not impossible for
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White House, Jan. 7, 1910."
the abuses of business of
suppress
he welcomes the chance to leave the
many for the faults of the guilty few. corporations so as to carry on busisucceeding W. P. the kind described.
structure and assemble wih other In- Chicago meeting,
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The measure contemplated
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organization,
ures the Indian village of prehistoric
has been its manager and duced the cost of production and is whether, in order to avoid such a and is not to be so framed as to per-McGaffey
times
looked after every detail of made its profit thereby and took no possible business danger something mit the wrongs which it is the purDenver and Rio Grande Railroad.
cannot be done by which these busi- pose of the law to prevent but only
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work and his promotion to the advantage of its size by methods akin ness
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Fe
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fact
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clearer manner than
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rid
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until
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law,
Douglas, and all Point in New
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to the no distinction exists, that the word
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to
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pro rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The American
the utmost precaution
public and to the govern- proposed, however, that the word
tect his household goods and perhaps fare between Santa Fe and Torrance ment for action. They show that the reasonable should be made a
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
part
valuable possessions, is to place a Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
act has a wide scope and of the statute and then it should be
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
chair or table in front of his door, so Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- applies to many combinations in act- left to the court to say what Is
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those
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The supreme court in several of its I venture to think that this is to put
"Where the pathos enters, is in the say that quickest and best results a.d decisions has declined to read into the into the hands of the court a power
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know. That city is an ice berg or and the census bureau. In order that
was when 1 was there recently and I j convenient examination places may
thought I would die with coU. So 1 be provided for all candidates, local
invested in this layout and I suppose civil service examining boards and
(Continued From Page Two.)
I might as well wear it. Moreover, postmasters will be called upon
to
Ditched Fifteen cars THEY HAD REAL
Ice Train
my friends tell me furs are becoming preside at the actual taking of the
"PIPE DREAMS." to me."
loaded with ice were ditciied yester- test in certain cases, but in this reFear of Drafts.
day on the Las Vegas Hot Springs
spect they will act merely as the repAnd Many Scores This Morning Joinbranch of the Santa Fe.
of
Although the weather was pretty resentatives of the supervisors
ed the Great Army of the
cold last night it is said that many the census.
Trains Are Late The- Denver &
"Unwashed."
ladies who took carriages to the theRio Grande trains are reported two
"It is impossible to exaggerate the
Scores of residents of Santa Fe late ater stated they did so, not to escape importance of
hours late and those ot the New Mexobtaining a correct
last night or early this morning had the walk or snow, but "drafts." The census of the population and agriculican Central one hour late.
-Unknown Man Killed Near Oscuro
pipe dreams." They were the real species of draft that was feared was ture of the country. The correctness
An unknown man was run over by article and there is nothing slangy perhaps the north wind which came of tie returns depends wholly upoD
a train and killed near Oscuro sta- about their description.
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
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7 Bars Diamond "C"

"
"
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Pear White "Teepee" a good soap
--

Dont

j

OUR BAKERY DEPARTMENT IS FIRST
CLASb. ALLKIND OP BREAD, PIES.
CAKE, COOKIES, WAFERS etc. ON HAND
AT ALL TIME-AND WE WILL FILL
YOU ORDER FOR ANYTHING SPECIAL

I

v

Forget!
PtaeKol

F. ANDREWS

i

Phone No. 4.

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY

m

.

'OUR WORK IS BEST"

'

Our Specialty Good J Work and Prompt Service:
W. H.Kerr Aert Santa Fe
Phone 122 Rd

Regular
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'
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Something: New in Men's Shifts
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which we have I&st adapted, ancl
have it teady fo 1 910 tt&dz

We have bought the material in piece goods securing
the nicest linen and mercerized cloth that there is in
the market. We had the same manufactured especially for us. It is absolutely the very same shirt you
buy from tarl & Wilson or Manhattan.

Store
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nimwiiu mam

mi

Quality

our ir nee as

Just exactly the same as above shirt mentioned and $1.00 a shirt
less. We call this shirt NATHAN, so when you come in and
ask for shirts, see that you are shown the NATHAN shirt, which
bears the quality, patterns, fit and the workmanships. This is
the shirt you want, and I know. Do not bother about another
shirt. Every shirt is guaranteed to give satisfaction.
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